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Abstract

A poet must find some sort of ground to stand on and must incorporate what the
poet sees into words that can relay a message. The topic becomes the muse as the poet
looks for a school of poetry that it can lead him or her to. I chose the war in Croatia as
my muse, and looked to it to help me find my way to belonging to the school of war poets
and to lead others to the truth about this war, which in turn inspired the poetry that forms
my thesis.
The war affected me because I am Croatian. I wrote the poetry because I would
like to consider myself a poet. I tried to unify these two aspects of my person in the
thesis as a whole.
Perhaps anyone can write poetry, but the challenge is to then rank yourself with
your mentors while analyzing your own words. I dissect my work for all readers as I
discuss the everyday language and underlying rhythm of my poetry in the introduction to
the poetry, which I, in turn, used to report a little piece of history.
I make use of various poetry critics and writers, focusing however on poets of
World War ll, such as Bertholt Brecht and Nina Cassian, to name a couple, but also
considering African and South American writers, such as Ben Okri and Carolyn Forche
while analyzing my work in the critical introduction. These writers portray their struggle
in the way that [attempt with my work. [incorporated critics, a few which are Philip
Booth, Steven Matthews and Anthony Thwaite that share my opinion, or quote other
critics that do, of the use of language, subject and sounds to form a poem. [ found myself
as a writer while writing and believe that at least with my poetry I accomplished what I

had set out to do when I chose to write the collection of poems about the War in Croatia
that follow the introduction.

I dedicate this to all Croats,
in the hope that their fierce spirit
will free the truth.
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Where did I come from?

I think that it is necessary to include a brief explanation of the work that is found
on the following pages. I started this work about two years ago with the wish to portray a
people and their struggle. I went to what I consider my homeland, Croatia, to get the
experience I felt it was necessary to have in order to depict the people correctly while
being poetic. What I discovered when I began living here was greater than anything I
could ever imagine. The images and stories overwhelmed me. I prepared myself for the
worst before I moved to Croatia in December of 1995. I knew that the war destroyed
many lives and touched everyone's--those of us living in Croatia during the war and those
of us watching it on the news from Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh,
Toronto, Melbourne, Berlin, New Zealand and all the other places Croatian people live in
all over the world.
The first time I came into physical contact with the war was in the summer of
1993. I had not been to Croatia for four years before that because of the war. I had
desperately wanted to go there when the war started due to a guilty feeling I had about
being in America while my friends and family members were being killed overseas. I
could not accept that in a civilized society people were killing each other mercilessly
while the entire world stood by and watched.
Croatia was not a third world country, it was not a country comprised of tribes
and nomads--it was a country like any other in Europe, only it was shrouded under the
cloak of communism that the Yugoslav leaders affectionately called Socialism--while
making sure that those who had their own opinions about freedom were never heard. I
was different than the Croatian kids I knew in the country itself. My father left
Yugoslavia so that his children could be raised in a country where we could talk about, at
least, what we thought was the truth. He did not want his children to live in a lie--he
wanted them to be Croatian--not Yugoslavian--the artificial country created after World
War II. When I would come to Yugoslavia I was always told never to speak my mind
and to keep my political opinions to myself--and to never, never repeat what I heard in
the home, concerning the Yugoslav leaders. I just knew that I felt sorry for my friends
and cousins who lived in that country because they thought everything they learned in
school about their country and their great leader, Josip Broz Tito, was true.
All of this nonsense came to an end when Croatia decided to break away from
Yugoslavia and as a result was violently attacked by the Serbian faction of the
Yugoslavian army. This aggression became one of the worst attacks upon civilians in the
20th century. It was a miniature Holocaust against Croatians and later spread to BosniaHercegovina where Muslims and Croatians were systematically and brutally slaughtered.
Watching these events from my comfortable little apartment in Charleston, Illinois only
made me angrier. I wanted to go there as soon as possible but the situation was getting
worse and my parents forbade me to go. I had to finish college--and if I went to Croatia I
might have never come back. The situation was really dangerous and getting more tragic
by the day. Croatian towns were falling into Serb hands and Croatian citizens were being
slaughtered by the hundreds and I could not bear to watch the news or read the papers for
fear of seeing someone I know behind the fences of Serb prison camps or to see the cities
I love be decimated. By 1992 the United Nations had become involved and the situation

became somewhat calm, even though the Serbs were holding a third of the country and
the UN was i n fact protecting them. In 1993 I graduated from college and decided to go
to Croatia--with or without the consent of my parents; however my mother, like all
mothers who love their children, decided that she would also make the make the trip with
me, figuring that if the war did not scare me then it should not scare her. After all she
was born there. My sister was then pulled into the journey, too. My father simply could
not go.
In June of 1993 we arrived in Zagreb and realized that we had come into a war
zone. Armed soldiers were pacing back and forth on the air port grounds. Our ride into
the city was even more intense with tanks lining the highway and UN soldiers all over the
city. This time our visit was very different than the ones we were used to having. We had
to watch where we were going and could absolutely not travel to the coast by car or train
as we had done so many times during our childhood visits because the Chetnik Serb
soldiers were holding the territory. They had no regard for the rest of the world--which
had recognized Croatia as an independent country in 1992.
Our usual trip to the coast was something I looked forward to most and decided I
was going to go, however possible. We took a plane; of course my mother and sister
went along. Split and Orn.is are two cities which before the war were alive with tourism;
visitors from allover Europe came to the beaches and filled our hotels. The war killed
everything-people and economy. I could not believe what my friends had turned into-soldiers--not the just in the required army kind--but soldiers defending their cities and
actually killing other people. This was the first time in my life that I had come face to
face with war.
They showed me their weapons and told me their stories and I felt like I was in a
movie.. .I never thought I would come to a place that everyone else in the world would
rather forget. The politics against Croatia were nerve racking. Croatia was not allowed
to defend herself thanks to UN mandates being forced upon the country. The people had
a minimal source of weapons and had to make their own. The arms embargo was helping
kill Croatians and there seemed to be no way out. Serbian forces and their government
were blatantly ignoring any mandates or peace treaties proposed by the United Nations
and were taking territory regardless of anything the world was saying or threatening. The
Serbs really had no claim to any part of the country, but that did not stop them. Being in
the country while it was occupied did not scare me nor did it make me wish to go back to
America. I felt like I was part of something--my American citizenship was given to me
as a birthright but my blood came from Croatia, from the Adriatic coast where all of my
ancestors lived and I still had family that lived here. I was never happier and more
devastated all at once in my entire life. I came back to a country that was in ruins, where
it seemed hopeless to even think about any renovation. My friends in Split and Omis
were on the front lines just a few miles away from us, over the mountains ... this summer I
experienced what it felt like to be a target. For the first time in my life I was very aware
that someone somewhere from the other side would kill me because I was Croatian, for
absolutely no other reason--only because that blood in my body is of a long history of
pure Croatians and they wanted to destroy all of us. The fear of Death is a very strange
thing to have in common with people; we were all the same now--no social class divided
Croatians because this fear made us all equal. I came from America, where I never
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feared that someone would kill me because of my nationality to a place where that was
the only way to feel.
I was most stricken by how normally people behaved. There was a war raging
around all the major cities in Croatia but the young people somehow managed to enjoy
their time. Of course the people trapped in occupied territories could not brave the streets
to go have a cup of coffee--but just a few miles away, in cities not Serb held, life almost
went on as usual. This amazed me--people became used to war and lived every day as if
it were their last. The summer of 1993 made me realize that I felt more Croatian than
anything else. I never had anything against America, in fact was very aware that life in
America would logically be better--but logic never really played a role in my life and I
had decided that sooner or later I would move to Croatia. I just had to get my Master's
degree in the states and then I would be free to move.
My graduate studies had come to an end-- pending my thesis, which I decided to
dedicate to Croatia and to the war. Not many people knew much about this war-except
for the surface reports being given on world news reports. I took this creative point of
view to write my thesis. I moved to Croatia in December of 1995--began a new life with
my thesis in mind. For almost a year I just lived here (in Croatia, moving back and forth
between Split on the coast and Zagreb, the capital) and could not really write anything-because I was overwhelmed. Too many sad stories and too many tragedies. It became
difficult for me to write a poem in which I could portray normal after-war life without
being absolutely bitter and angry. It is very difficult to not be angry when people that
were thrown out of their homes by Serb forces still cannot go back--when driving through
the countryside you see villages bombed to pieces--when you hear stories from survivors
of Serb concentration camps. The people that experienced atrocities, helpless in their
own homes and their own country all around me were living somehow, normally. The
whole world turned their back and I decided to offer what I could so that this war would
not be forgotten so quickly and so that other people would feel, while reading my work,
how it is to live in a civilized world once war breaks in.
I think that all of my poems could become one. I think that the feeling in all of
them is somewhat the same. War does not have a happy ending--as I say in one of my
works included here. The feelings all become a blend of desperation, disappointment and
a certain sense ofhope--which many times did not help. People in Croatia still do not
know where their family members are, where their sons were killed and where their
daughters disappeared. I tried to do justice to the feelings that people experienced in
Croatia during this war and after. I tried to incorporate my experiences--but that does not
mean that I am the speaker in the poems. I thought about including more pastoral poetry- but the beauty in Croatia has been here and will be here forever--this war will become a
part of history that people will not be able to travel to come and see. I want to add
something to that history--though perhaps not even beginning to cover all of the awful
crimes against humanity that happened in Croatia--but at least to give one view into the
world of Croatian people and how they lived between 1991 and 1997.

lll

Purpose, Politics and my Poetry

A poet must find some sort of ground to stand on and must incorporate what the
poet sees into words that can relay a message. When the poet is watching a country at
war, he/she takes words, as opposed to a gun, to defend their country. I found that taking
a pen to paper could perhaps serve my purpose as a human and then as a poet. What
follows is an explanation of the writing I did between 1994 and 1997 about the war in
Croatia that lasted from 1990 to 1996. I hope to clarify why my writing took the direction
of standing up for one nation only, Croatia. I intend to show my writing as a kind of
journal of events that can be read clearly; not to confuse the audience but to bring them
into another world where war took over for six years. In this way I try to free the pain of
this war, if only a little, and make it somewhat lesser than it is. At the same time, through
my topic, I join the ranks of other War Poets like Bertholt Brecht, Peter Huchel, Nelly
Sachs and others.
When I began my thesis, I was not prepared for the obstacles that most certainly
came my way. I wanted, more than ever, to write extraordinary poetry. I thought that
this was the most important thing to keep in mind. However, as time went by I found that
writing about war is not so easy. War is centuries old and no matter which way you turn
it comes down to death. I made the mistake of thinking too much about my audience, to
be more specific, my thesis committee, and soon found that the more I thought about
what the audience would think, the more difficult it became for me to write. In the book
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Trying To Say It by Philip Booth 1, he answers Alberta Turner's question of his desired
reading audience:
Whom do you visualize as the reader?

One person and one person and one person. Never, collectively 'an
audience.' Never as I write, editors. But I believe the reader I hope for,
reading late by simple light, is bound to be out there: one--or with one
another. The person will find the poem if the poem finds the person.
Writing, writing, try only to get back, down, and out to what the world
of the poem may come to.
The oldest commandment is still first: Honor Thy Subject (78).
I had to re-focus. I had to keep in mind that my reader just might be "reading late by
simple light" and that I would not want to frighten him or her. Rather I kept thinking
about the truth and spreading it effectively. In my case I was not struggling with my own
life, but I was watching a nation struggle to get back on her feet after five years of brutal
massacres, rapes, prisoner of war camps and merciless destruction. I had to visualize the
reader. I had to keep my subject ever present and clear, respecting it more than the poetry
itself. The poetry takes the message to the reader, the lone reader as Booth sees it, but the
lone reader that is in the conscious community, the community that is not afraid of the
rest of the world.
I think one of the things that most captured my attention and thought was that this
nation of Croatia was normal until 1990 and then in a flash, the country was at war-and
how could I express this morbid normality of a nation at war? I wanted people to know

1
Trying to Say It. Outlooks and Insights on How Poems Happen. is a collection of prose reflections which discuss various ways to
help a student or regular reader understand poems and how they become whole.
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about and even feel the atrocities this war entailed while at the same time I was trying to
be creative; trying to be a poet. So, I had to concentrate, perhaps keeping an underlying
sense of hopelessness while depicting everyday events in wartime Croatia. In my short
poem, Close call, I take an event that should have been more frightening than ever, but
was so normal at the time:
I awoke to the doorbell
ringing me out of my high strung sleep,
I turned to Esko to tell himfear in my bones
shook me as he jumped to the window
to see the MP'slooking for his brother,
the troops awaita brief moment of unrest, and they leave,
his brother's in Germany,
Esko turns to me
whispers calmly,
"the war has begun,"
and we fall asleep again...
The simplicity of the Military Police coming to the door versus the implications of why
they came is what I tried to show here. They came to the door asking for a man's life.
The whole idea of the simple events that surrounded the war, or perhaps surround all
wars fascinated me. The MP's came and left, and the speaker fell asleep again. She and
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her husband returned to their normal life. I tried to incorporate this whole idea of
normalcy in the middle of a war as an underlying theme in all of my poems. In The Gift,
the act of giving a gift, something that we all associate with something happy turns out to
be more frightening:
The gift my wife bought for me
was a pistol
small with a broken handle,
not wrapped in the cloth it should be,
a beautiful and terrifying moment ...
Even the women said
we would need something if they knocked on the door.
I wanted to avoid shock value or shocking language, not necessarily to the words
themselves, but the sounds in the words. Soft sounding words, like the effect of simple
events, even though war is the topic, convey happenings that might cause disgust to some
but become facts of present life situation to others, as I wrote in I don 't care about the
weather:

When I go to cut the roast pig
we fired in celebration of your return,
I notice your disgust at the smell of roasting meatmy love what happened in those fields
who did they make you eat?
Such a vision of man eating another man most certainly cannot be pleasant, but these are
the topics that I faced when I decided to take on this thesis. As I entered into the world of
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death, because that is the only concrete outcome of war, I had to look to other poets who
also dealt with war. I did this partly for inspiration but mostly for support. The topic of
war can make a person desperate once she realizes how fragile and limited peace is.
Upon reading the poetry of Nelly Sachs2 , a Jewish poet of the holocaust, I came upon her
poem If Only I Knew from the collection of Selected Poems: Abba K.ovner and Nelly
~;

If only I knew

On what your last look rested.
Was it a stone that had drunk
So many last looks that they fell
Blindly upon its blindness?

Or was it earth,
Enough to fill a shoe,
And black already
With so much parting
And so much killing?

Or was it your last road
That brought you a farewell from all the roads
You had walked?

2

A 1962 Nobel Prize winner, Nelly Sachs was born in 1891 and died in 1970. She was born in Berlin to a Jewish family, later
emigrated to Sweden and became a poet. She wrote war poetry in exile, but not far from the scene; she identifies fully with the
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A puddle, a bit of shining metal,
Perhaps the buckle of your enemy's belt,
or some other small augury
of Heaven?

Or did this earth,
Which lets no one depart unloved,
Send you a bird-sign through the air,
Reminding your soul that it quivered
In the torment of its burnt body? (59)

Upon reading this poem I realized I was not alone in this world of writing about loss and
death. Although I was well aware that hundreds of war poets exist, it was easy to fall into
a state of loneliness and solitude. This Nelly Sachs poem, although it joins the school of
so many other poems that deal with death, seemed more similar to my poems. In my
poem He's coming home, it is the speaker's not knowing what has happened, as is the
case in the Sachs' poem, that is the basis of the poem. As a poet writing about war, I had
to face everything I had seen and heard and then had to keep all of the ugliness in my
mind so that in the end I could write a poem about it. I had given myself this assignment
and therefore had to complete it.
Anthony Thwaite3 , in his book Poetry Today; A Critical Guide to British Poetry
1960 -1965 quotes A. Alverez about "the poet's ability and willingness to face the full

tortured and condemned.
3
Anthony Thwaite, both poet and critic, offers an up to date survey of contemporary British poetry. This is the third, revised version.
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range o f his experience with his full intelligence" (2). In my case, the intelligence for the
poetry is the experience. I did not want to confuse the readers or create some mystic
world. I wanted to stay clear of confusing language, while in sounds and inner rhyme I
try to portray what are the most fri ghtening and awful things that can happen to a
country, fam ily and individual. Perhaps focusing on rhyme and subtle sounds can seem
demeaning towards the experience of the people. In the poem Bad time for poetry by
Bertholt Brecht4, included in the collection Poems, I found a stanza that coincides with
what I am trying to say: "In my poetry a rhyme/ Would seem almost insolent to me" (30).
Their experiences were catastrophic for them. These people lost everything they worked
for, saw family members and friends murdered in front of them, so I was afraid that my
concentration on the soft sounds might take away from the harshness of the events. I had
to focus and keep focused on the people; if they had not gone crazy and had learned to
deal with the atrocities of war, then I had to write about them that way. In The Picnic I
depict a scene all too common during this war:
The bread used to smell sweet
in the heat of the brick stove burning
until the Chetniks
cremated their victims in it,
and the lamb baking warm, soft
turned to soldier's skin stench

Thwaite says in the Prefatory Note that he "attempted to follow a course which perhaps I should have followed in the earlier version:
that is, if I have nothing to say about a particular poet, I have not said it. Most of us have blank areas or blind spots, and these
probably get worse as one grows older. The bibliography contains many more names and titles than are actually discussed" (ix).
4
Bertholt Brecht was born in 1891 and died in 1956. He was a Bavarian writer who WTote many plays and poetry, beginning
immediately after World War I . He escaped from Nazi Germany, lived in Denmark and Finland and ended up in Hollywood, but was
soon back in Germany, as he was a strict s upporter of Communism. In a short introduction to Brecht's work, found in The Poetry of
Survival , about rhyming in poetry, Brecht had the following op inion:" Rhy me seemed to me to be unsuitable, as it easily makes a
poem self contained, lets it slide past the ear... " (30).
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choking rosemary air,
homemade wine poured thick red,
glided long and warm
down our throats
until the long sleek silver knives
they carried spilled our heavy blood
deep into the ground.
During my writing I also came across the German poet Peter Huchel5 . Upon
reading some of his poetry, I found further affirmation that I was not alone in my use of
subtle and soft sounds expressing harsh imagery, as is heard in the following stanza of his
poem Roads:
Nights with lungs full of smoke,
with the hard breath of the fleeing
when shots
struck the dusk.
Out of a broken gate
ash and wind came without a sound,

a fire
that sullenly chewed the darkness (67).

5

Peter Huchel was born in Berlin in 1903 and died in 1981 . He spent much of his life in East Gennany, and after 8 years of imposed
provincial isolation, because his ideas did not coincide with those of the Party's, he moved to West Germany. He won acclaim only
after the publications of his post-war collections:~ (1948), Highways. Highways (1963), Counted Days (1972) and The Ninth
.!:!l2l!r (1979).
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I became more concerned, as I continued my writing, with the use of language:
with the sounds and rhythms of words, and the metaphors that seem to fall into place
here. In Tilt, I think that the metaphor is quite clear.
...Each of them touches me

they take turns
playing their pin ball game.

They all do it the same way
take hold of my shoulders
and thrust and thrust. ..
Fingers on my breasts,
grasping at their flippers,
they count my cries ...
Images became an important part of my writing process and I became even more
concerned with light language relaying heavy images. The words are those found in our
everyday language, on grocery lists or in love letters. In the next example, words like
"tomatoes" and "bread" become distorted with the image of a child with a bullet in her
shoulder. In Tomatoes and Bread a mother deals with the death of her child from a Serb
sniper's attack on a marketplace in Sarajevo:
My sister reminds me of the way I found her lying
on her side-- my Jasmina and a bag of tomatoes,
some change in her hand for bread.
Small hole in her shoulder led a path to the base
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of her head and on her face no words were pressed
and I wondered had she thought of her mama the moment she died.
In the poem My Father it is a daughter that struggles with the loss of her father:

I couldn't smell the rosemary then,
only fire burning whatever was in its way,
and our war began
all the fathers went to fight
they all promised to come back. ..
But they came
with bread and cheese and milk and fruit
and the news
that my father was a very brave man
and he managed to stay on the front lines
the day the sirens didn't stop ringing...
One more example of loss, although it was not death, being described in this "light
language" that I have mentioned above, I write about in I don 't care about the weather:
When I ask you to tell me
about the night you spent
in the trenches on the east
wall of Vukovar
you talk about the weather.

I don't care if it's raining
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or snowing or warm ...
I want to know about the war
when you killed the men across the street
and then cried
because they used to be your friends.

I feel your rage only when you sleep
you keep your hands in a strange battle position
or sometimes clutch my hair
and the howling in your breath
makes me insane
when I want to know your nightmares
when you scream whose dying eyes do you see?

I was not interested in the bombings or the action that was taking place, but the
effect that it had on the people caught in the battles. The war did not end for them when
the guns stopped going off or when the snipers retreated. I think that is an obvious theme
that can be seen from the examples I quoted above. The Romanian poet Nina Cassian's 6
poem I left those walls deals with the memories and the feelings that follow a war:
I left those walls
smeared with my blood-it was an atrocious massacre.
6

Nina Cassian is a Romanian poet born in 1924 (and as I have not looked her up lately she may still be with us). She can be described
as a mythic as well as surrealistic poet. She covers wide territory by focusing on her own experience, offering a constant poetic diary
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Now I'm flying over the city
not like a Chagall bride
beside her bridegroom, the violinist,
but like a winged nightmare
with an entire biography of dirty feathers.

I should have left a long time ago,
before being exterminated by solitude,
by the random hatches of lumberjacks
who cut down men,
of the cannibals who feast on brains,
I should have-but who knows the limits of endurance'
We wait, we keep on waiting,
and the days pass, life passes by;
the black worms dig their corridors
in our bones; in our eyes
light milk gets sour;
our tongue inflates like a scolding mollusc.

But see, I left that house of the massacre,
I am a nightmare-bird now;
everyone hears the beating of my wings,

of her life.
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nobody recognizes me. (101)
For those soldiers who were in the battles, for the women in the rape camps and for the
children who watched their elders being slaughtered, the war did not end with the signing
of the Dayton Peace Agreement, but it flies like Cassian's "nightmare bird" and exists in
everyone's minds. I kept this in mind and tried to depict it in my poem Side Effects, in
which the speaker lives his everyday life through the experiences he had in the War. I
had to be careful to realize this theme while using language that walks the reader easily
through the battlefields in the speakers' minds.
Thwaite characterizes the work of John Betjeman's 7(Poet Laureate 1972) saying
that the "easy surfaces, lyrical measures or ambling pedestrianism of his poetry move
about areas of experience which are not simple at all ... " (11). I find myself to be moving
"about areas of experience which are not simple at all" while I incorporate the images
and language of ordinary "pedestrian" life to express or even suggest a complex and not
at all ordinary reality. I find that it is most important to create a scene or vision while
using words and sounds as the clear bridge to that picture.
Thwaite further discusses the complexity of poetry when he quotes Philip Larkin8
as saying that "a good poem is both 'sensitive' and 'efficient' ... "(43). I had to create
some sort of imaginary world for myself and the audience trying to portray a double
image of war and life and how the two collided and had to become one; the whole time
trying to remain 'sensitive' to the victim and 'efficient' to the reader. I found that trying

7 Thwai.te

begins his discussion of John Betjeman by describing lhe Poet Laureate as being "generally acknowledged to have been the
most successful in this quaint and archaic office since that of Tennyson. For many years, from his first emergence in the 1930's he
had a cult reputation .. ." (11 ).
8 Of Larkin 's poetry, Thwaite says the following" The publication of his Collected Poems in 1988, adding over eighty poems to the
Larkin canon, showed chronologically the curve from prolific adolescence in the 1930's (when he was largely dominated by Auden),
through the yearning Yeatsianism that held him until the late 1940's, and then most strikingly the acquisition of his own voice, or
voices, until the drought of his later years" (41-42).
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to contrive my work and make it fit a precise outline of what it should be only posed
more problems. Calculated syntax would be almost an insult to the poetry and moreover
to the subject matter. The titles of the poetry may suggest a notion of stepping outside of
war: Picnic, Harvest, Afternoon, Summer Camp, Postman, Tomatoes and Bread, Tilt,
Wild Horse, etc. There are no images of death and destruction in the titles. I chose such

titles because of the war, which took place in a civilized society, was much like my
titles-unexpected. I threw away many poems because they did not 'fit' what I wanted to
do. Soon I came to a point where I could no longer write and had to remind myself to
stop thinking so much and start observing. I had to fall in love with the words and the
images although sometimes they were gruesome. In Infidelity the speaker has written off
her husband's maddening behavior as an obsession with the sea:
Her wide bosom kept you sane
While I hid underground
and she laughed at me
with her afternoon tides,
rolling boldly in,
not afraid of the air-raids and fires
raging on the shore,
showing her strength
telling you to come to her.. .
She surrenders herself to the after-war crisis situation that many experienced in their
marriages when the soldiers came home:
I see the way you look at her
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when we go to the beach,
you fell in love with her
while far off on the mountaintops,
and now I watch you love her.
I could not degrade the situation that many people found their marriages in and had to
keep in mind that no one is at fault- that war does not involve just soldiers. War
involves anyone found in the country at the time. It is difficult to say who suffered more.
I tried to be "sensitive" to those relationships, whether they were between lovers or
spouses, and how each individual suffered, each on their own side and perhaps each in
their own mind. In Infidelity the woman indirectly blames her lack of bravery for losing
her husband (figuratively), but would rather owe it to his "infidelity". The absurdity of
the man taking the sea as his mistress equals the absurdity of the wife believing it. This
adds to the entire absurdity of all the chaos that this war, all wars, entails and shows what
one might do in order to remain sane.
Life during and after war becomes morbidly sane and normal. A major problem
is how to deal with children. I often wondered how parents explained to those children
who were perhaps four or five, playing with all of the latest toys that the children in
America had, too. How did one explain war to them? After all, the last war that hit this
part of the world was World War II. All of the other civilized countries in Europe were
at peace, only Croatia had a war within its own boundaries. In How to be Brave I tried to
portray what it might have been like:
... my son ensured me he wasn' t scared,
but such a serious statement of bravery
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only made the moment more terrifying.

I knew he was scared
and what could I do?
He was shaking from fear
and as I held him
I felt his heart beating faster than mine
and his serious statement
only made me sad- ...

The next morning
I told my son
I had realized
that he was the oldest boy
in the building,
so named him civil commander of the shelter
and told him all he needed to know ...
The struggle to remain human and sane and raise a child weighed heavy upon all
Croatians, and on a broader scale among all people living in on-going wars all over this
earth. I wanted to show this notion sensitively in my poetry.
Politics cannot be avoided in my work or stance, although I tried to keep it out of
the actual works; when war is in question then politics must follow. Politically, I am
what UN representatives would call difficult. After all that I have seen and heard in
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Croatia, I cannot say that I would live without bitterness in a community where my
neighbor killed half of the village during the war, but now wants to come home. This is a
very harsh statement, but I believe it is human nature to feel this way. In America, the
Indians were thrown off of their sacred land and the slaves, who were stolen from their
homes, cannot be forgotten; to this day descendants of those wronged peoples are trying
to get over the pain. In the Holocaust millions of people were killed for simply being
Jewish; Europe and America live with it everyday because it was a tragic, horrifying
event that cannot be forgotten or lessened. The Jewish community will not allow it to be
forgotten. These are only a few of the crimes against humanity that we are surrounded
with. I wish to make known what the people in this country went through, not by blame
laying, but by simply telling the truth.
Seeing things from the inside gives me the justification of the opinions found in,
or derived from, my poems. I believed the facts when I began my work. Villagers and
displaced persons, soldiers and ex-prisoners of war, girls, my age and younger, raped and
forced to give birth to enemy soldiers' children, all told me their stories. I did not give
credence to world news reports that were reporting Croatia as the aggressor because I felt
it was time for the truth to be known. I tried to respect the victims and not use them as
"stuff' for my poetry. I took from their stories and tried to do them justice. My sixth son
is a specific incident but it can be applied to all Croatian mothers whose sons went to a
war they did not start and only wanted to defend what was theirs:
How do I tum my eyes down when the soldiers come
to tell me I must give up my sixth son
to take him to war ...
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This child has never held a gun,
in his eyes I have not seen the hate that can kill,
I cannot give him away.
It was not easy for any Croatian parent to choose between the long awaited freedom for

their country and the lives of their sons.
There exists a sadness that cannot be escaped and it looms over all of my work. I
try to take the topics of war which are used most certainly all over the world by those

who witness the events first hand. The ones who inspired me were mostly World War II
poets and a few more contemporary ones. These writers are not interested in lies, but in
the truth and finding the best way to spread it. Carolyn Forche9, although not a WWII
poet, rather a poet writing about Latin America, inspired me most. My writing seems
similar to hers or perhaps at least goes in the same direction. While I was writing my
own poems, I often looked to her poems for inspiration if at the time I could not motivate
myself. After reading her poem Expatriate I wrote my poem Happy. Her images are
bright and exact, however ugly they might be; she created such a vivid picture for me that
it made me want even more to focus directly on my people and what they had seen.
Reading the following excerpt from this poem might clarify my point:
The smell of black death as blood and glass
is hosed from the street and beggar holds
his diminishing hand to your face.
It would be good if you could wind up

in prison and so write your prison poems.

9
Carolyn Forche is a Latin American poet. Her writing is often dramatic in a soft-spoken manner, honest and most importantly,
sympathetic to the victim.
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Good if you could marry the veiled face
and jeweled belly of a girl who
cooked Turkish meat ...

Istanbul you said, or Serbia, mauve
light and mystery and passing for other
than American, a Kalashnikov over
your shoulder, spraying your politics
into the flesh of an enemy become real (29).
Her poetry does what I am attempting to do, what Denise Levertov says about Forche's
poetry, as quoted in Forche's book, The Country Between Us:
Here's a poet who's doing what I want to do, what I want to see all of us
poets doing in this time without any close parallels or precedents in
history: she is creating poems in which there is no seam between personal
and political, lyrical and engaged. And she's doing it magnificently, with
intelligence and musicality, with passion and precision (60).
Forche's poetry contains all sorts of images, and sometimes she bombs the reader with an
array of thoughts, but she considers everyone involved. She does not focus so much,
from what I have read, upon just the soldiers and battles in her Latin America, but upon
those who survived.
It is the victim who remained most important in my work. Once again, I did not

want to create a helpless person, but to portray a helpless situation. Barbara Harlow 10

10

Barbara Harlow is a professor of English and Comparative Literature at the University Of Texas at Austin. This book After Lives is
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quotes Margaret Keck, in her book After Lives: Legacies of Revolutionary Writing, out
of her "Typologies of Activism" where she discusses this "typology of activism":
... communities are the reporters of solidarity. Solidarity involves a
substantive dimension that rights based activism does not: support based
on a conviction that those supported are right. Human rights appeals, on
the other hand, raise procedural claims: that violations of personhood or of
accepted civil or legal norms and procedures are unacceptable regardless
of the victim's beliefs (8).
While perhaps seeing myself as a War poet, I can also find myself within Keck's idea of
being the "solidarity" activist, as my poetry is not about "procedural claims" nor is it a
call for "rights" to those on all sides of the war. I am not focusing on anyone else's
suffering other than that of Croatia. When Croatians are the only ones being tried at the
Hague tribunal for war crimes, the world sees Croatia as the 'bad guy.' What the world
may not pay attention to or even know is that the soldiers went to Hague of their own free
will; the Serb war criminals are in hiding and refuse to face the warrants for their arrest
issued by the United Nations. I remained in Croatia because I felt that I was a part of the
community and being a part of the community I wanted to do the people justice. Being on
the inside I know the things that I write about. The Serbs in Croatia still have many
demands. They don't want to look bad; they don't like being called the aggressor. My
poetry does not slander them. In I don't care about the weather I relate three common
activities the Serb forces practiced:
Do you dream about the headless children,

study that takes its stance by portraying the lives of three social revolutionaries, Ghassan Kanafani, Roque Dalton and Ruth First, up to
their deaths, and in tum discusses the causes and consequences of such assassinations.
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the sodomized soldiers or the young women raped
by your old friends?
One of the most frightening things in this war was that the Serbs living in Croatia took up
arms and killed their long-time Croat neighbors and friends. This war was mad and bent
on destroying anything Croatian, from churches and children to monuments and
battalions. In Hide and Seek a mother and daughter hide from the attacking soldiers until
they bear:
A Serb shouts from outside
something about the barn
and the neighboring house-Screaming, somebody is screaming,
they found the neighbors,
the Serb soldiers happy now
they've found someone to kill--

Machine gun's rip bellows
over the soldier's laughter
though I hear the neighbors begging
the massacre begins...

Neighbors didn't have time
to find a better hiding place--
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I had in mind every possible situation and tried to give each type of human relationship,
mother-daughter, mother-son, spousal, between lovers, etc. a place in my writing. I kept
focusing on the fact that all Croats were important and involved, not just the soldiers and
politicians.
Place also became important in my work. One of the greatest tragedies of this
took place at Vukovar. In Stayed Behind and My Brother's Hands I relay events that are
tied to Vukovar. This war may be over but Vukovar remains an open wound because the
displaced persons have to return and the Serbs that moved into their homes will not leave.
Many were killed in the battle for Vukovar. I tried to write for them because it is through
watching the victims of this war that I realized how final death is and how unfair it
becomes. In the Picnic poem it is the village by the sea that is important as the people
cannot go freely to their usual picnics and parks by the sea. In My Father it is Dubrovnik
that is under siege, also one of the great tragedies of this war. This historic city, a tourist
attraction, was bombed and destroyed and changed forever. In Afternoon, another
location is central, as the speaker sits at her window and watches the city of Split:
Diocletian's palace looms anciently
around the youth of Split-many of them hiding in passageways
and beneath old, heavy stone stairs,
so the rest of us won't see their eyes
blood shot and dilating,
heads bobbing,
leaning against walls or friends
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they don't see me watching
as they pull down their sleeves
so no one can see the tiny punctures
on the inside of their arms-I wanted to incorporate as many cities as I could throughout Croatia and even Bosnian
territory into my work with the poems Tomatoes and Bread and Wild Horse. Because the
war reached every comer of Croatia, and so I started northeast in Vukovar and moved
completely south to Dubrovnik, going through Zagreb, Zadar and Split. I emphasized
place by name because each major city (and many little villages) had its own tragedy. By
naming the cities I thought the poetry would be more real and personal, not just poetry
about a war in some nameless place far away. I knew my task was also to make this
poetry separate from other war poetry and therefore used the city names.
Harlow quotes one writer, Fawaz Turki, who tries to explain dying for one's
country thus: "People who die for the freedom of others are, like women who die in
childbirth, difficult to explain except to those for whom they died" (13). It is not
"difficult to explain" why people defended their homes or want them back. It is "difficult
to explain" why the neighbors took up arms against each other. I relied on the courage of
others to tell me their stories. Tomatoes and bread and My sixth son both convey actual
events; the mothers that told me the stories relayed them as if the events had happened
only moments before I had come to them. Such people are the ones that I consider
courageous. The experience and hardships of those who survived this war gave me the
courage to at least write about it, but for their sakes, for the victims.
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The whole movement of writing about war is striking. People take for granted the
peace that they live in. It is not until war touches their homes that they can know how
terrifying it can become and begin to question a purpose, more particularly their own
purpose and in my case, purpose as a writer.
As the author of these works, rewriting painful events, I had to take my role
extremely seriously. I could not separate myself from the political conditions that
surrounded me (and do to this day). I did the best I could to open the political conflict to
the world. People should not suffer alone, and as far as I am concerned neither should a
country. Human rights were at stake in this war and most authors who write about war
and aggression, I think, are faced with the absolute denial of human rights. It is a
common topic but one that you can never quite get used to or overcome. It is difficult for
the world to become your ally if it is not the truth that is being spoken to the world.
The poetry is the medium for speaking this truth. How does one "speak the truth"
with words and images and punctuation? The various unexpected bombings of beautiful
coastal cities and mountain villages were a visual paradox. From a distance only the
beauty was apparent, but as one moved closer, the ruins would become apparent. By
analogy, I used the titles of my poems to act as the distance, and the body of the poems to
take the reader closer to the reality.

Other movement towards the quiet chaos that I

think is a part of my poems is in the punctuation or the lack thereof.
My punctuation seems erratic. In almost all of my poems periods are rare. After
writing the poems I added commas and dashes, but am still not quite sure where they
really belong. I think my punctuation signals an uncertainty and confusion in the
speakers themselves. The lack of commas gives the voice a fast paced out-of-breath
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sound, which in some poems perhaps adds to the urgency. The sanity of the speaker's
voice in contrast to the incoherence of the punctuation serves a similar purpose, as the
titles I previously discussed serve as contrast to the poems. The technique that I tried to
stay with was to have no pre-conceived technique. But, I had a technique all the same,
albeit subtle in the use of images, place, titles and punctuation, as the quotation below
implies. My technique, if it can be so called, developed unconsciously during the writing
of the poems. In her interview with Philip Booth, Ms. Turner asks the poet about his
technique, and his answer is the standard by which most of my poems were written:
A poem consciously principled belongs to a School before it's begun; or
ought to be left to poetry workshops: purely an exercise ....
A poet in the process of writing need be no more or less aware of
'techniques' than a ski jumper approaching the lip of a jump ... What may
once have felt mechanical becomes, in process, organic: his form is an
event: an act of intensely concentrated motion both grounded in common
sense and defying it.
First courage, then skill, then luck. The luck that courage and skill
help make. Worrying about a principle as a basic gravity can only bring
the poet down hard; tactics become reflex are what accomplish the leap.
(Booth 77)
As is seen from my writing, I also use free verse. Although I thought about writing in
form (sestina, couplet, etc.), I decided that would not fit my subject matter. Free verse
allowed me to do what I wanted and go where I wanted to go with the work. I felt as
though the work would be much too contrived if I stuck to a form. While acknowledging
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that many great writers from Homer to Shakespeare and after wrote in specific forms and
accomplished their tasks excellently, I simply felt that it was not for me.
Ben Okri 11 in his book A Way of Being Free has a vision of what the poet is and
what the poet does:
The world in which the poet lives does not necessarily yield up the poetic.
In the hands of the poet, the world is resistant. It is only with the
searching and the melding that the unyielding world becomes transformed
in a new medium of song and metaphor (1).
Okri's vision of the poet is an almost romantic vision (for today's world) but it is a vision
that offers the most strength for a writer to go on. I believe that the poet is the medium. I
stated that in some ways I was a solidarity activist, but I think that is correct to say that I
also act as a medium. Of course any poet writing about history acts as a medium,
conveying his or her message to the rest of the world. Writing about war places the writer
in the position of story teller/ psychologist. I feel that the story must not further victimize
the subject; hence the writer, acting as medium, merely lets its reality speak for itself,
through him or her.
The question still remains, only partially answered, of which school of poetry I
could consider myself a part. As I previously mentioned, I think I could fit most
comfortably among war poets; our common cause is, as I have been discussing all along,
truth, although we all have our own versions. It comes again to history, and Okri offers
the poet's movement in and around, through and over the movement of humanity:

11
Ben Okri is a Nigerian born writer educated in England. He won the Booker Prize for fiction in 1991, in addition to Paris Review
Aga Khan Prize for fiction, Chianti Rufino-Antico Fatturo International Literary Prize and the Premio Grinzane Cavour Prize 1994.
This collection of writing, A Way of Being Free, is a non-fiction collection ofOkri's various poetic and prose reflections on the role
of poet to the roles of human beings and society as a whole.
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The great tidal crowds of everyday events pour in one direction,
sometimes the poet has to move in the other-often moving directly
against them, at other times cutting tangentially across the morning waves
of humanity. Poets seem to be set against the world because we need
them to show us our limitations ... (2).
I believe that pushing people to witness and feel the past, as Okri puts it, by being
'against the world', to show them what they have done, is a rather important purpose of
the poet. Okri 's further discussion and in a sense condemnation of humanity further
reinforces the stance of the poet:
If the poet begins to speak of only narrow things, of things that we can
effortlessly digest and recognize, of things that do not disturb, frighten, stir
or annoy us, or make us restless for more, make us cry for greater justice,
make us want to set sail and explore inklings murdered in our youths, if
the poet sings only of restricted angles and in restricted terms and in
restricted language, then what hope is there for any of us in the world?
It is those who are scared of reality, of their own truths, of their own

histories, those who are secretly sickened by what they have become, who
are alarmed by the strange mask-like faces that peer back at them from the
mirrors of time, it is they who resist the poetic (5).
I want those who not only "resist the poetic'', but who resist the truth, to just read my
poems, or those of other poets who are battling against history and tradition. I remain
constantly loyal to the subject and keeping the subject's history in mind that.
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Steven Matthews discusses poet John Hewitt's 12 use of the subject and history in
his book Irish Poetry:
Hewitt argues the socialist historian's case that those 'bystanders
accidentally involved' in historical events should be recognized along with
those who seem to be the main players, the 'soldier, functionary,
rebel' ... History itself is made up of different pieces, and the relation of the
parts to the whole, as well as the actual coherence of the whole, remains
finally unclear (55).
And it is this ambiguity that poses specific problems for writers like myself who are
struggling to offer a sense of clarity in contrast to the clouded, manipulated versions of
the truth. I have indeed focused more on the "bystanders" in my work than on the "main
players". From my point of view it is the "bystanders" in the end who make history or
pass it down to others. In my writing I play that witness, that "bystander" who is trying
to call attention to suppressed truths. This is in the end the overall purpose of my writing,
which coincides with Okri's opinion about the purpose of poets:
They need to be multiple witnesses around central masquerades of reality
in order to convey fully the unimaginable dimensions of the deities terrible
and enchanting dance ... the poet is the widener of consciousness (2-3).
I have taken the role of the "widener of conscious" by depicting scenes in all of my
works in order to provide one truth. What is left for the poet but to work on humanity?
Matthew's quotes one Irish poet, Seamus Heaney 13 , defines poems as:

12 In the essay "John Hewitt: An Honest Ulstennan's 'Poemosaics"', Matthews introduces Hewitt as "in many ways the most
concertedly traditional of the writers who published poems in response to events in the North of Ireland from the late I 960's onward."
Matthews also discusses the long-lived writing career of Hewitt and his concern for "professional standards in the handling of fonn.
Hewitt had a "distrust of freedom and extravagance . . .not earned by toil within traditional modes" (45(.
13
Seamus Heaney is an Irish writer of international prominence. He is known for the controversy his writing has caused because he
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... their society's immunity systems, going to attack whatever unhealthy or
debilitating forces are at work in the body politic. And in this they
manifest poetry's high potential, its function as an agent of possible
transformation, of evolution towards the more radiant and generous life
which imagination desires (164).
Poetry relays messages. I took up my pen to fight the disease of the war and the
consequences of false news reports and a cold-hearted Europe. Poetry, although it may
offer this "radiant and generous life" that Heaney discusses, also offers the terrifying and
horrific life- but in either case the release of such information opens the world's eyes:
Poetry must both stand against 'reality' which continues beside it and
which it must "contain' and it must look beyond the conditions and found
its own 'reality'. (164)
I think that in my works are found the desperation and helplessness along with the
loneliness that war brings about. I tried to make clearer this world that surrounded
Croatia for six long and devastating years. I as the author, not the speaker, played the
role of "solidarity activist", "widener of consciousness", and "bystander" throughout my
work. I used these three stances along with the use of soft sounds, inner rhyme and
erratic punctuation, in addition to contrasting the titles with poems in order to offer my
' journal of events." I found myself as a writer while writing and believe that at least with
my poetry I accomplished what I had set out to do when I chose to write the following
collection of poems about the War in Croatia.

seems careful in his writing, as Matthews puts it "to not offend a British or American audience of his work by making public
declarations of dissatisfaction at the wrongs suffered on the part of the minority community in the North or on the part of Ireland
historically . . . He has equally been accuse of using that quietism t to offer slyly an explicitly nationalist agenda, one which presumably
appeals to the left thinking liberals from abroad looking for a voice to echo their own righteous feelings of horror at the historical
brutality of colonization" ( 158).
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The following is a translation of the preface to Matko Marusic's book Are The Angels
Crying. I do not take credit that this preface should reflect my work, but that it should
reveal the soul of Croatia and where I found my inspiration.

Are the Angels Crying?
Preface by Stjepan Lice
The war in our homeland, as much as it may seem so, is not behind us. The war
in our homeland lingers on in all of us. It remains as a part of our personality. It remains
incredible, confusing, even if our history so rationally explains it, even if all of us, in our
own way, lived through it. Everyone received his or her share of misery. It touched those
who were not directly involved or injured. It even touched those who used other's
misery, our misery, to become rich. Yes, even them, although they might not think so.
There are as always, those who bore other's misery and pain. They use their strength, not
asking any questions, not trying to be better than anyone else; they do not spare
themselves at all. Their bearing of the pain and misery saves us.
The war entered into the simplicity of our days, our relationships, and uncovered
the beauty of such simplicity, how precious it is to us ... the souls of those we live with, the
soul of our family is more precious than anything we can earn or lose, save or spend ...In
the soul is the basic foundation of everything and that the war raged through our time and
the space we live in is not the absolute worst that can happen to us. The most terrifying
thing that war can do to us is to rage through our soul, the soul of our family. War with
the soul can surprise us during the most common and calm days. In truth it is not easy to
have been an angel in Croatia during the past few years-- their work was ultimately
unforeseen. How does one save the living after they have been ordered to do so? How
does one offer hope to the living? How does on offer hope among them at all?
Everyone has his or her own angel (maybe there are even family angels). Angels
hover around us in everything that we are and in everything that happens to us. They cry
because they care for us, because they breathe so closely to our souls. Nothing of ours is
foreign to them. They cry and are happy when we are. They hope with us and instead of
us. They cry, but quietly hiding their pain. They teach us all to become angels. Human
angels. Perhaps angelic humans, both the same ...
Maybe these poems are an angel.. .a paper angel. An angel that wants to touch us
to do that which we must every day. To be noble. This way the dream we dream, the
dream about our homeland, will become more real.
The homeland is the best place for the people who love her. No one who lives
and dies for her will be left without her until the end of time and space. But we have not
finished with defending her, Croatia. Everyone should defend her, wherever they might
find themselves within her. Here she has entrusted her defense.
Translated by Diana Matijas
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Breeze carrying cfii!J.ren ~ cfiirpingo,
pine cone pofpourri,
lazy rmilodwo crooning from fhe ohacfu.
Jhick oea ornel~
wafting up the pine ~ned 9rave!path,
a collage o/ broken gfaotJ, pine needle,,
ancl tJma/!:iharp olonetJ
pricking my burning
barefoot /leoh.
Sea 9u/~ calfme from fhio haze
o/ green fie/Jo __
lead me toward fhe beach
opfat!.hing through
green free canopy,
oo coofand coming /or me
unoure,
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peachej wailing,
ripe.
Jhe heal, bright warmfh
oforange jkiej drying me,
heading back
lo / .jh frying jCen6,
lamb-baking jfone piled kifcheM,
night approaching.

info mounfaiM
or free gro11ej,
coiM in piggy bank dUjk.
Jgej

bile my

armj,

jfill drifting through the 9ro991J afternoon,
11oicej jti/ffloating
in and out of ripened hUjk:j.
Jhe ja/t ofmy jweat
water:j my mouth,
reaching /or peache:j that have turned into dirt.
Jhe calm jwaying of fhe:Je /ell
around me,
back and /orth, here and lhere,
the heat /ooAng me,

J find myjet/
:jti/I alone
with the corn.
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Summertime cool wraptJ coming d~k ...

J run ~wn three /tghh
ouf o/_An.a~ aparl1mmt,
jumping the fin.al :Jlep

1

running acro6:J tfu walk,
~wn lo the ground,

:Jlepping onlo the 11treet
picluring the eve1U:1ig ah.eaJ
Jhick 11ten.ch o/exhau:Jl
:JudJen4 !Jurrou~ m.ean old Jial /he11 b'I.

_A httfe wa'I ~wn Zamenho//ova,
:Jkipping over tfu weedtJ,
fuming a 11harp

left

J chmb ~wn a :Jleep :Jet o/tJleptJ
into chlhng com/ort,
green tree /fe:Jh :Jwalfow:J
the final leg o/:JfairtJ.
On lo another :Jlreel,
moving lowardtJ Rokov Park
lo 196 more :Jlep:J going ~wn.
'JJog dropping, urine puddfe11,
cigarette bull, beer bottle me:J6 o/:JlairtJ,
tfie :Jlench impeding mt/ /oot/af~

reaching 'JJezman.ova :Jtreet,
gravitating lowardtJ cappuccino, vanilla tJugar walkwa'j!J

1

weaving in and out o/ lwo !Jealed labfetJ,
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Jramphng paper<l beneath my /eet,
/htting through 2Jezmanot1 Prolaz,
movie h:Jting:J o/ XXX /Ack:i, no age re:JtrictioM,
po:Jter:J melted onto dingy beige
cobbfe:Jtone arch pa:J:Jageway.
Shr£1f buzzing :Jtreeicar whizze:J by.
Weathered drapery /ace :Jiand.ing next lo me
neeci:J :Jome chan9e
and. .J of/er a /ew f una!J,
ru:Jhing down JrankopaMka.
night air !Jcenlei
cigarelle :Jmoke,
:Jhowering :Joap,
/adie:J perfume,
:JfrofAng afong with me,
heading /or .J(avkaz, fhe ofd theatre,
bord.ered with benche:J.
Jind.ing a :Jeaf /or tonight,
lo walch, lo wi:Jh,
lo h:iten lo pa:J:Jing argument:J,

and. lhe buzzing o/enormou:J night bug:i,
/4in9 /rom the bU!Jhe:J.
Gzghl 0 ~fock ringing o/cathedraf bef~,
pohce ord.ering chitdren. /rom gra/fittied monumenl:J,
:JmefAng the rot o//fower:J
/£wing /rom Cvjelni Jrgaround the corner o/ curhn.g :Jtreef.
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Women in orlhopeJic :i/we:i,
cfo<li!UJ magazitu :ilanJ,i,
go1:n9 home.

Som.eon'3 waving, twJditig
me infc another eveni!Uj

lo eal, <!wallow anJ d.ige,il.
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::bida:t978
fie :Ji/j oti hi:J iv'I wafld bafcotUJ
/eedin9 pigeof/4 perched along

the raiAng,

cfurr'I, pear, plum. tree:J
:Jcenfitig the :Jummu 1rwrnin9,
breah/a:Jt coming ear4.
Coof air :Jti/f:Jn.~aking aboul
/rom lhe night be/ore.
::biJa lake:J her hand.
S,rwke :JlaiMd finger:J
teff lhi:J :Jeven.-year-otJ
about tfu com.muni:Jl:J

Coffee breatfi nwuth
J.epicl:J nigh/j fu fa'! on cotJ pri:Jon /foor:J.
Brown haz'I bfoo~hol eye:J
detail war lank:J
lhal rofld inlo !own, f 94 f.
(fra'I hair:J poking /rom hi:J und.er:Jhirt
:Jhow her black and while pholo:J
o/uni/or1rutd men.
Wathi1ig hat percfud alop whil€ hair:J,
tfie lwo :Jfroff01ilo hi:J :Jlree/j,
.J.Aca, Juri:Jiceva, (funduAceva, rf!eduAceva

t/iat u:Jed lo be clan,
:Jnow while they u:Jed lo calf thi:J cil'I.
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Old dchoo~ and churched along the wa'I,
Svefi Petar, Svefi /Jlaz and fhe main Cathedral,
mudeumd o/ hidlor'I dljing
mimara and JJIJll_)(
morning watkd along with them
info Judkanac park,
fhrou9h the freed,
denfured dmihng

fowar~ thi,s deven 'lear otl,
thid timid httfe girl.

pretending dhe underdfan~
allo/hid old mideried,
p/aljing on the wooden plank
p/alj ground riled.
fle had do man'I dtoried,
wedging them info
dhorf morning limed
lo lhid deven 'lear otl,
who on4 underdfa~
/ourleen 'leard later.
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J

awoke lo the J,orbell

ringing nu ouf o/'YU/ high :jfrung :jf-p,

J

fumed lo ~ho lo tell hi~-

/ear in 'YU/ bon.e:J
:jhook 1114 a:j he jumped lo lhe wi~w
to :Jee the mP~-!ooliing /or hi:J brother,
fhe lroop:J awail-a brie/1no1114nf o/ un.re:Jl , an.d lhelj lave,
hi:J brolfur i:J in (}erma1UJ

~ho lur/l.:J lo m.e
whi:Jper:J catn4,
II

I

I

I

Liu war I~ IJegun.,

II

an.d we /all a:Jlep again....
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.Jn fhe :Jpring o/ f 99 f
we aff awaited war
and knew weapot14 would be needed.
Gven fhe women daid
wo would nood 6otiwfkin9 / lko'J knockod on

Iha dcor ...

But lhi:J enemy didn f knock on d.oor:J,
they came on.lo our roofiopd
and then bfew away ...

m'I wife ~ /ace radiated wilh p!ea:Jure
and .J waon f dure why-Our :Jilualion wad becorning Jedperate
with poAce hourd and :Jiren.:J
warning

Ud

lo lake care,

but dhe glowed,
11

n1

1

.J bought

you a durprioe,

11

and .J :Jaw in her eyed how happy :Jhe wad
lo pfeaoe me
ao ::,he o/fered the box
dhe Afied/,.om her purde
wrapped in /lowered liddue paper...
....Another bottle o/ after okave
or perhapd a new razor-but wilh bombo exploding
al Zagreb ~ cily Amilo
.J didn f much care /or eilher
and hoped ohe wouldn f nolice
/ .J pretended lo be happy...
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/Jut du box wa:i loo ~a11y
lo be aflsr :ifuwe
and J

JiJn l think :l~ 'J buy :Jo many razor:i-

''Sfow4, Jon l ruin du paper,

11

bul J lore al il
with du eagerne:J:l of a chi!ci
al (J.ri:1lma:1 limeolifting t~ Ad

J /ound :Jomething wrapped
in an o!ci grea:Jy kilc~n cloth
now faking my lirrw

careful~ Afted OM /o!ci
afier l~ ol~r

J

lo :lee

t/ie 9,ft m'I wi/e bought /or me
Wa:l

a pi:1loe

:Jmall wil/i a brokett !tanJ£,
nol wrapped in t~ cloth il :1hould be,
bul if wa:J beautiful and terrifying

w~n J reatzed fhaf now my wi/e
thought we needed a gun in. l~ hou:ie.
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We awoke lhi6 m<Jrning,
ear4 fruJrning bf~fering through the hilchen 1uindow6,
1ruJtfutr a1id daughter wilh nw
pouri1i9 co/lee,
my irz,..law6 lo be ...
Jfw po6lm.an hnoch6
carrying paper6--o/ficia/paper6,
t/ie fwo fooh al me
lo wake him

and the heal gefa hof~r .

.J. 6fip fhrougfi tfw hifchen door,
ctchitig o/machine guM, arm"/ boob 6craping over unmarked grave6
invach m'I mind,

M

.J. creak open the door lo our room.

.JJe leep6, 6horl breal~, <fUich breal~,
not /~1iching lo the 6<fueah o/that old door,

.J. d entered and re-enfered early morninfj6,
buf never lo wake him.
Jfw paper6 in my fianL officialpapm,
_Augullf 28fh,
tfte 6omeo1ie had given me lhe date o/ m'I chalk
Jhi6 da'I we /iaJ lathed about,
in /ar away tfwughla,
fhi6 day we lhougfii woufd never come,
6weal 6fi1lfji1ig ln"J 6unburned 6hin,
6corching down '™I back--
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_Ad J wake him-iow4-qu.iet/lj,
laki~ ml/ lime thtn.kin.g lhal J can.

make il Ji:Jappear /he ju:Jl keep:i ieepi~.
Jn. lhe hazlj wave o/ waki~ up
he :iign.:J the paper:J,
:iti/fin. a dream J :iu:ipect,
:iign.in.g the httle hn.e
that mean.:J hi:i h/e--

J turn. quick4 back lo the kitchen.,
ml/ nightgown. hook:i on. lhe handle o/ the otJ door
ad J turn. lo :lee him :i/eepi~ again..
C/o:ii~ lhe door,
n.ot kn.owing /he kn.ow:J what he :i1:gn.ed

Won.derin.g how J might lo:ie
the:ie paper:l on. the waif back lo the kitchen..
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II. During
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flow ~ J lurn m"I e'le:J ~wn iuhen the :Jotlier:J come
lo tsff '~ J mu:Jt fiive up my :Jixlh :Jon
lo lake him. lo war...
J/ii:J c/ii/d J birthed ha:J never he/J, a gun,
in hi:J eye:J J have not :Jeeti lhe hale that can kill,

J

cannot give him away.

Jn lhi:J boy J :Jaw two- a:J J lo:Jt the one be/ore him...

Lfie hu/e one that cam~ lo me-- tfw child J allowed
in 'IUJ

marriage beL even when hi:J /ather di:Japproved--

Gar4 1rwming:J J Ii.ad ri:Jen lo work the piazza-u1iwound hi:J tttfe fin9er:J /,.om the lwirtng o/m'I hair,

J

admil J loved him nwre than the olher:J.

'Yf/y younge:Jl :Jon--a mati lo the genera~- :Jtdf lay:J hi:J head
on my lap-- ha:J never :Jeen a dead man-and lhe'I :Jend him lo the grave'larcl.
m'I other clildren gone--J never thought he 'd leave-my mu:Jin9 chi/J, ha:J gone lo war-- and the worcl are never rea.l

~e:J nol mallsr how man'/ li1~:J J hear them.
Jhf:J chi!J wifh nothing more than an empl'J pi:Jlol
al fu:J :Jide, now :Jfeep:J in t/ie fielcl, twir&ng lo,z.g
gro.4:J in hi:J finger:J fuffed b'I homeward dream:J ...
1

Jhi:J cfii!J :Joon :Jee:J death-- when the bulfet:J race around him,
lhe 'louth vacuumed oul o/him, he :Ju//er:J ever'/ da'I, a piece
o/ thi:J deatli game he wifl never e:Jcape.
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One morning he corrw'1 back lo rrw, after nighl,i he <!~pi
on blood covered larpj,

he corrwj home,

m'I '1ixlh <!on corrwj, but the e'lej are not hi!J.
11

rJ!/ama he crie,i, where are ml/ /,.ie~, can lhe'I forgive me,
11

11

that J £ve and lhe'I are gone ?

11

J

jee cfeath in fnfj !Jixlh jon ~ e'lej--and in the night

J hear the crie'1, alone in hi,i room-- no longer lwir£ng an'lfhing,
fnfj child wa'1 lo,it in lhe fie/Jo.
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1jejferda'I .J returned lo lhe fietJ
/ourleen kifo~lerj ou[jiJ.e o/ Vukovar-

.J jpenl ninetlj-three da'lj jfraighl in !hid field,
Jorllj-dix o/ Uj-and we thought we could hotf her cil'I tmild .

.J alm.Qdl have lo laugh when .J recall
lhe guM we u:Jed, lhe pidlo~ and the knive:J,
allcollcted wilhin lwo daljd o/ the fir:Jt altack,
lhe fir:Jl li~ the Chetnikd d.eciJ.eJ lhe'I would have her.
We patrolld the :Joulhern bord.er:J o/ Vukovar,
the wood.ed area where fYl"J brother and .J u:Jed lo hunt pheajanl,

.J carried the ja~ r/l lhen
and .J never lt fYl"J brother Louch if.

.J thought he waj loo gent£,
cared loo mu.eh about our tttl :Ji:Jter,
about changing her, feeding her, reading bedti~ dtorie:J,
he ddn l know how lo hold a r/£ ...
Jhen the Chetnik:J ea~,
:Jlarted firing , :Jhot two ~n three ~terj awa'I /,.om u:J,
and .J gave fYl"J brother m'I r/l.
_}ji:J elgant, J.etcale fingerd
wound around the barref
Jhe creeping iv'I coild around our ouler gale:J
diJn l have the grip 'YIAJ brother had
and il mad.e ~ laugh
when .J lhoughl o/ tho:Je :Ja~ hancl
changing fYl"J didter ~ :Joildpa~.
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Jor lwent'1-:je11en da'l:j we :jlood lo9elher,
and he he!J my r//e
like a tmJther fioU a child;
he wa:j prepared lo fire.
Jhe bfa:jtin9 abo11e our heac&
and the 9renade:j 9oin9 o/Iaround u:j
like jO!YW ni9htmare raiMlorm benl lo kiff
the buffeu haihng info our he!nwtj.
JJe didn f look al nw
when he /eff on hij kneej
and /iij fia,,,c& be9an lo lrembl
and hij e'lej be9an lo roff.

m'I ele9anl dehcale brother
~q:J /aa clown,

.J cfon l renwmber jeein9 an'! blood
d.on l e11en know where he waj hit...

.J jta'led at tnlj poinl,

9uardin9 Vuko11ar

/or jixl'l-nine tmJre da'fj

1

buried my brother behind nw
in a jpol under the lreej .

.J croj!Jed hij lon9 fin9ertJ
wo11e aff Utn inlo a tmJund
upon hitJ chejf
and put him inlo lhe 9rounJ
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Jhot>e cold ni9hl4 iii the fiefJi __
.J dreamt m'I brother~ /ianJi
di99in9 their wa'I out
o/hit> amateur grave.
Joda'I .J come back lo Vukovar
and vit>it the patch o/ treet> where m'I brother get>
hit> handi mot>t cerlain4 at> .J /iad /efi them
my brother~ efe9anl, ckhcale handi /ofckd /orever.
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11

.J ho!J no grudge agai~t att'jone
11

/or beilUJ aban.daned /,.om ...Aban.dan£d b'I 2bi911iew flerberl

.Jt i6 60 <juiet tonight
tlie cil'I ha6 died. ..

.J didn l want to go-a!! the Mighbor6

1

allo/mv /rie~
wrapped their &ve6 info 6hee'4
or threw lhem. info tra6h bag6
andjoitied the ck/eated march
oul o/ VukovarJ/ie 6treef4 are complete4 ck6erled
but tfu Serb6 willcome,
move info our home6
6it on our 6o/a6,
6/eep in our be~
and walch IJe4rack rJew:J on our 'JU.
Jhe'I will eat our .J(ufen and pro:Jciutfo
and drink lhe lea

/efi in our pantrie:J.

J01iig/ti .J can walk through the :ilree/4
tfu'I don l know .J ~n here,
:itroll through lhe hotel,
have a drink here or there
on t/ie hou6e,
.J 'tl fuwe lo find a fwtel with all/our wal~
even a bar,
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J can l be :Jure /their guar~ are here
and Jin l want /,o ri:Jk
tfum :Jeeing 'tu/ £t cigareile.
Budding,, :Jliff :Jl>UJking
and waf~ :Jtdfcrumb£ng,
:Jo J Jiubf
fhe'I can hear 'tu/ /oot/af~.
J/ie dead are :Jwaffowed b'I the dark,
fa'litig on the :Jlreef:J,

J

frip over a Jizen or :lo-

on 'tu/ wa'I /,o f:?oko ca/e
m'J u.:Juafplace --

ma'lbe J 'fffind a Juborg or even fleitieken

S~ivovica woufd. :Juif me fine,
a:J

J :Jif in 'tu/ cil'I

de:JeriedBehind the bar J :Jee tfu :Jiflwuetle
o/ a dead bar lender,
:Jfumped over fhe cooler
he had Mwfiere fo hide,
fwo Croat :Jo!J.ier:J
fa'li:ng next lo /heir fa,,t beer:J
and tlie wailre:J:J

1

ma'lbe lhe'I tfwughl lhe'I were :Ja/e ...

J 'ff fuwe /,o waif,
lhen J 'ff fuwe

/,o

e:Jcape,

/or now J 'ffj"'1l :Jip 'tu/ S~ivovica
in the dark o/ Vukovar-
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J
J

real4 never tfwughl
woutf have Lo leave,

probab4 tonight J'tl go.

J don l think an'lone e~e :jfa'led,
J don l know which wa'I the'I went,

J

don l lhinh J willgel oul a&ve-

Serb lanh:j have :jurrounled lhe cil'I,
i/J wa1il Lo go,

J willhave lo crawl
and pla'f ~ad along lhe wa'I···

Stiff- J

'lljU:jl :jip ml/ :j~ivovica

and 1na'lbe create a plan,
fww Lo ru1t awa'I /,.om fwm.e
and leave ever'llhing lo them.in the morning Serb:j wdlbe drinking ml/ coffee
witfwut :jugar--J ju:jt ran out
be/ore tfu inva:jion.
Jonight the world i:j di//erent,
il wa:j normal a /ew ~'l:j ago,
now ever'! corner o/ thi:j cit'I
i:j barren and he~feM
and cluttered wilh rubble
o/whal wa:j a civi&zed place ...

J

wonler what wort/ new:j agencie:j are :ja'li'UJ

and wfw i:j walckinga11J i/m'I body willever be /ound
and i~ntified. ..
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But al £Ml J :Jla'led behind
/or one f.a.:Jt /arewef/
lo mt/ Vukovar

atng wilh OM f.a:Jt :Jip o/lhe :Jpiril
lo keep 1rut warm

and read'/ /or m'I e:Jcape.
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Shakin~ from /ear
crouching iii the com~r o/'"'I cfo:1el
.J cover '"'I daugflkr ~ mouth
:10 the :1o£lier:1 won l hear
that we ~e in:1ide.
Jhe'f knocked m'J /avorite lamp
lo the /foor,

.J know,
.J can :1ee
a piece o/ it through the crack in the cfo:1ei d.oor--

.J :1ee tfuir gu1t:1 and ri/~:1,
bul on4 parl:1,
moving
from one tliJe to t/ie other.
1}et1terda'1 a pack o/Serb!!
moved through !he neighboring village
and we ~e been :1itling in the cfot1el
t1ince fatJt night -m'J hu.:1band and a!f the ofher men
are on olher lerrain:1
and t/14'1 d.on f know we ~e under atlack

.J wo~r /

tfu'f ever wif!. ..

m'J ltand i:1 wet from '"'I daughter~ leartJ,
:1he ~ lrlJing :10 hard lo be quiel.
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J.t ~ only a malter o/minule:J
· be/ore the'I open the cfoor
ad :Jee U:1 :Jilting here-Jhe'I ~e not ju:Jt looking /or people,
drawer,:, bein9 emptied,
trinkeu /afhn9 a!! over,
and the bed being la:Jhed-their hnive.i ripping throu9h the maltre:i:J,
/eather:J /lying ever'lwhere--

_A fiUn fiOe:J o//,
one o/ them ,:,hot the tefevi:Jion,
it mu:Jt have made him angry,
another 'le/~ al him
''.Jdiot, we could have taken that with U:1j"
Jhe'I are in m'I hoU:1e,
there aren l even that many,
but the'I are armed
lahin9 whatever the'I want-J. am he~/e,:,,:,
with m'I dau9hler
in m'I cfo:Jet...
Jn the dining room
the'I knock over the China cabinet,
aff o/ the cobalt ad cr'l:Jta! ,:,halterJhey are /urioU:1

1

lhe'I haven l /ounJ an'lone lo kl(
yet.
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Alltfut window:J are breaking,
lfie'I n.eed lo U4e lfieir rifle,, /or :Jo1nethitz.gma'Jbe on4 lwo minufe:J have fM:led,
thougft if :Jee1n4 fifte /orever
(/oJ mU4l be futre,
in. lhi:J room,..flow could lhe'I have mi:J:JeJ tfut cfo:Jet?
A Serb ~haul~ /rom ou/jicle
:Jomelhing about lfut barn.
and lfie n.eighboring hoU4eJfu·:J ~ worde than a""I movie J ~e ever ~een
and now J ~i perver:Je4 catn.
Screami1191 :Jo1nebo4 i:J ~creaming,
lfut'I /ou1td tfu n.eighbor:J1

t/ie Serb ~o!Jier~ happ'J now
lhe'I ~e /oun.d :Jo1neon.e lo fti/L
rf!acliin.e gun~ rip beffow:i
over tfut :io/Jier ~ laughter
though J futar tfut n.eighbor:J begging

t/ie 1na:J:Jacre begiM ...
r/eighbor~ Jidn l fuwe lime
to fi,td a belier hiJing place-

J.1 could have been u:i,
ma'lbe il :Jhou!J ftave been
or wad going lo be--
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_A pack o/ene~ :Jotlier:J
pa:J:litUJ lhrou9h our vtflage,
lhe!j don't wanl lo occuplf

ju:Jl empllf il,
eleven hou:Je:J, :Jeven fie£l and a church.
mlf daughter and _J.
.:Jtt!t hiditUJ
we 1/ wail untldark lo come out
or maljbe tomorrow.
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flow Jo Be Brave
We were ready /or the allack:J
and prepared everything by the plan
the pohce pa:J:Jed out a:J the war began-When the :Jiren rang

.J. look my :Jon,
my wi/e turned o// lhe hg~
and cfo:Jed the door:J,
opened the window:J
according lo the direclion:J
we heard on the new:J
and we ran into the cellar-Jhe other lenanU came down loo
and we wailed in the dark
/or the radio lo tell u:J lo go back up:Jlair:J ...
Jhi:J lime we did nol wail loo long
and back in our kitchen
fWf :Jon en:Jured me he wa:Jn l :Jcared,

bul :Juch a :Jeriou:J :Jlalemenl o/ bravery
/rom :Juch a :Jmall boy
on4 made the moment more lerri/iJing .

.J. knew he waa :Jcared
and what coutf .J. do?
fle wa:J :Jhaking /rom /ear
and a:J .J. held him

.J. /eft ht:J heart beating /a:Jler lhan mine
and hi:J :Jeriou:J :Jlalemenl
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Jhi:! wa:! on4 tfu beginning,
we hadj~t prepared the :1he!ler
the whof.e countr'J wM prepared lo /ifJht,
no Otte even 1JW1iliotied peace.
We had j~t fai:J rkwn
whe1i we al! heard the exp/o:1ion
be/ore an'/ :iiren rang warnin9
we ru:ihed back lo lhe cellar
a:i another wenl o//m'J wi/e covered her /ace
pra'jing the "Our Jalfur 1~-

J wa:i a/,.aid,
but cou!Jn l cr'I or pra'I,
on4 fi.ate tfwe peopf.e
/or :!caring '""/ wi/e and :ion,
c~:! lheir motlier:! and /ather:i awa'J...
We .ilpt in tfut cellar that nifjht,
peace wa:i /ar awa'J ...
Jhe tiext morning

J lo!J '""I .ion
J had reahzed
tfiat fie wa:i the ofk:it bo'I
in t/ie bui!Jim;,
fu /,,ad lo be civJ command-er o/ the :i/ie!ler
and J lo!J him a!! he tieed-ed lo know ...
Jwo k'l:i wenl b'I without the :iound
o/gunfire and exp/o:iion:!a,nd then that ni9hl we heard the :ihrlf bef~
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'YU/ don look comman.J-

~ltng

Ud

wfum lo go.

:JJw ~nanld all £d~n£d lo him
~ fie tMd tfwm up in tfw cellar,
calhng roll
lo make dure ever'JOM wad down,
and everljOM wad da/e,
allthe hghtd were o!/,
all tfw windowd

/efi open,

that ever'JOM had wa~r ad /ood,
ad we allwaited /or tfw 4ignalto 90 back updlaird ...

J walcfwd m'I bo'I
walching ever'JOM
looking do dolJier Ake /or hid dix 'leard
not d/iaking or cr'ling
givi1111 Ud all dlrenglh
becaude he /iad a dut'I
lo make

Ud

all da/e.

'YfJ'I !.ix I/ear old, don
encouraged everl/one to !.mile
and even laugh ...
m'I don dhowed ud how lo be brave
ad waif /or tfw bombd lo dlop exploding
!Jo we could, go back up4lair4.
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11

Jhe !muffo/tkalh a:J tlood and rla:J:J

i:J ho:JeJ /ram tfu :Jlreeld and tfu te99ar fw£h
1

hi:J Jimini:Jhing hand lo 'lour /ace. "-Caro4n Jorche /ram Gxpalriale
Jhi:J morning /ourleen cfU:Jler tomt:J rang through the :Jlreel:J
in m'I neightorhood-and we are :Jti/f in:Jitk wailing /or lhe experld
lo come and make the :Jlreeld :Ja/e
unil lhe'I attack again.

J do1i f wanf lo look oul:Jitk or A:Jlen lo the people
run,ning tfvough Lhe :Jlreeld--

J ~ /iapP'I t/iat J

Ave alone tecaU:Je

Lfure ~ no 01u lo worr'I about
a&hough J wi:Jh :Jomeone would worr'I atoul me.
Jfu people oul:Jitk, cr'ling and moaning,
don f have the :Jfrenglh lo :Jcream an'I more
or foghf or tk/en.J lhem:Jefve:J--

J am. happ'J J Ave alone becaU:Je
J don f have lo :Jearch the :Jlreel:J /or a tkad loved one-J don't fiave lo go oulditk and :Jfep over the p1.u./J.fe:J
o/tlooJ, or move around di:Jmemtered exlremilie:J,
don f have lo fa'l nl'J ha~ over their e'le:J
lo clo:Je fhem one fa:Jt litne .

.J don f have lo A:Jlen lo :Jhorl breal~

o/aJ'ling child
a1id J don f have lo lie my :Jcar/around
anljOtUJ ~

wou~.
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11

..!J. J.on. f have lo wail /or fwur:j after flut aliack:j
un,lif ever'lorut conu:j fwnu,

..!J. d.on. f have lo worr'I an.'I more
about m'I chifd.ren. or ~ hu:jbanJ.

..!J. J.o,i Lhave lo cook anl/ more nuag
or waii any more cfofhe:j
or u1onder where thelj are
an.d whlj the'I ~e not ham~ .

..!J. u:jed lo walk through fho:je :jfreet:j,
dfepping over pipe:j and d.oor:j1
aff bla:jted /,.om the hou:je:j iii lhid neighborhood,
:jfepping over car parf:j and :juilcMe:j
un.td..!J. :jaw their /ace:j1 ~ chifJ.ren. and tlutir /allier.
_Aff lhree 4itUJ :jitk b'I ditk,
tlie bomb mudl have tklonafed M fhe'I pM:jed b'I,
the ofder girf wa:j :jflf breathing
while her /ather and :ji:jter were not.

..!J. cfoded their el/e:j one fa:jt linu
and lied m'I dca,./ around m'I daughter ~ woun.J,
but if wa:j o/ no u:je.
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Jt~ &ix O~l.ock in~ mornim;,
J ~n dritikim; lki& co/lee al.one,
otie more linu
wailing for tfie /,.onl cloor lo opeti
becau&e 'lour /,.ie~ came kere
la&t night
lo te//me
tke'l keard 'JOU were comim; home-Jke 'fJl/alenica actioti i& accomp~:Jked
and you ~e juppojed lo come liome tki:J lime-J wo~r / tfioje are 'lour boo/4
J fuar cfickitig

ill

tfie calla ...

J wo~r al ever'I :Jou1uf..
Gver'I da'I a new creak,
tfu bathroom cloor or tfie kilcken /l.oor
or

ill

tfie bab'I ~ room.

J :Jecret4 p/a'f hou&e wilh m'ljet/
ad our daughter
ad we pretend lhal 'JOU are kre.

J~e hiJckn 'lour p~lof ad~ huntitig kn/e,
packed acvay 'lour a!Lwea~r boo/4,
/ofckd tfu exlra uniform.
J ~e even pul awa'I 'lour badge:J o/honor
becau&e J pretend 'JOU are nol al war
in our game o/ fwu&e.
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Jfu 1ou~ :Jurroud ~,
o/ tfti1 cil'I fiat/ a6ve
breathing fu~l114 uruhr lke 1lrain
o/ Cful1iik 1oller1 fwt/ing fur daw1iand 'JOU are :Jomewkere defending her...
We hear lhe tnul/lJ exp/o1ion:J
in lhe mounlain.!J /ar o!/.
!J.n 2adar we fee/ Ike grenade!J
go ol/
bul :Jomefime!J if~ j~t lhuruhr.

J. fuar tfte gafe!J ,,6ght4 ralll
and tfte :Jhrubber'I :Jlir:J
perhap1 :Jomeone pa1:Jing
or 'JOU coming home-One look out tfu wi~w
and J. :Jee lke drop:J /aff

/at on the grou1id.
Ju:Jl drop:J, no one ~ /oot/afe
no one ~ h.a.nd ratthng the gale
or bag :Jlirrin.g Ike :Jhrub:J,
1

it ju1f Ike rain beginning
lo /oof tne again.
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J. watclwd 'lou 'le!J~rda'I wfum

'JOU

wrung out

the laundr'I.
1}our !Jon ~ :1/iirU !.liff being wad~d ever'/ of~r da'J
even though lie 'ff not wear t~m again.
We !Ji[ lo9et~r al dinner a.nd J. J.o not wanf
lo dlop

IJOU

/rom detling that third place-

We haven l got much mone'I, but J. let IJOU buy
that third chicken brea!JtBecaU!Je,

J. expect lo dee him again, loo.

Gver'J morni11..g J. fooh at that cobble:1lone
afle'lwa'I and rem~mber how ~ did not turn
around one fadt lime --

J. tofd him nol lo beca.ude J. wad dure ~ 'J return.
J. on4 walc~d hid machine chck againdl t~ afle'J waif
anJ hi'1 green cap dh~ dfow4 lo t~ lefi .
.JJe dragged Iii!. /eel h£e ~ afwa'J'1 JiJ.
W~n ~ &!.appeared around l~ corner,

J. brie/4 tvi!Jlied ~ woutJ have turned around.
J. let
J. let
J. let
J. let

'JOU

leave hi!. dinner on t~ cou~r.

IJOU

leave a midnight !Jnach.

'JOU

tafh aboul our wedding.

'JOU

Lalk about him coming back.
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J don l want Lo believe it~ triu,
ti()t

/or

IJOU.

or

1>U.
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"We had lo 9ef ouf, and the :JotJier:J tned U:j up. We 9ol :Jcared and lore the btnl/ofcl down. We
were in a bi9 field covered with dead bodie:J. J.Mtant4, the :Jotlier:J opened machine 9un fire al u:J.
Smatf fladzic
Srebrenica Jui!/ 1995

_!}. hear the 9uM thi:J morning firin.9 lhrou9h the /ore:Jt:J :Jurrounding !he cil!j·
Srebrenica. _!}. lrlf lo hide ml/ fami4 anl ~:Jet/
But the!/ come.
Jhe Serb :Jotlier:J lake lwo lhoU:jan.d of U:j.
We are all unarmed /armer:J.
(faun! faced 1fOun9 Serb, lfoung enou9h lo be ml/ :Jon,

pro~ ~ /e9:J with ht:J baljonel-- rJ!/ici :Je, :Jtari, mici :Je
11

11

We walk the road towar~ the ba:Jkelballnm a /ew mi/e:J awalf.
Btnl/otded.
We :Jfumble :ifow4remembering the mine:J that might be buried in /ront of u:J.
_!}.am :Jo thir:Jllf.
_A,,j fhe!j 9ive U:j wafer,
fainted wafer,
_!}. cannot y>eak above a whi:Jper an!/ more.
We are :Jttfl moving-unit/ we enler what _!}. think i:J a van.
_!}. am not a/raid, not I/et.
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Jfu vehicle halt& and we ~e pU4hed o//
marching :Jilentl'I.
J. know lhi:J i:J a d.tath march.
We !rip over what J. t/iinh i:J wood.

J become a/raid new
and lsar fhe bhnd/o!J ol/
lo :Jee tlu /ielJ around me
blanketed with arm.:J1 leg:J anJ d.tterioralitig heacl.

J. /aff lo fhe grounJ when the machine gun.:J go o/I
m'I fe!tw /armer:J fa!! d.tad Oti lop o/me.
J. do net tr'I lo breathe.
Jfu'l feave U4 here.
Jheir :Jecret.
J hear them fin.idh ol/ a breathing /ew.
Jhe'I midd me ...

J. la'I there /or hour6.
When J wad dure J heard not a :Joun.d,
J. crawled out /rom un.ckr m'I dead mais:J
and hid in the /ore:Ji /or five da'l:J.

J. came lo a :Ja/e place and 'luich4 bat/ied,
but J. wiff never wa:Jh the tJlench o/ deatli awa'I.
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Jwenty-/our yearl otJ
and going o//lo camp,
hke one he 'J 1ie11er dreaml o/,
leaving ear4 morning, through !1"h /ore:1U
ttuihing fhe :1ofi moun.lain iope:1-

/ie marche:1 o!/ lo camp-Jwen.l'l-/our 'lear:1 old
and no kn.ap-:1ack on hi:1 back.
no campfire :1ong:1,
1w roa:1fing mart.hma!tw:1 al the campfire :1ile.
Jonighf he :1tay:1 al hi:1 firt.f Jwefh119
encircled by barbed wire /en.ce:1 ...
Ja!! witliered roo/lop:11
:1ardi1ie :1o!dier:1 anJ civihan.:1 packed i11-:1ick,
haggard m~n he h:1tle:1:14
h:1lening lo fhe quiet moan.:1
o//e!tw camper:1 in raked /£:1h
and pitied e'le:1-- t.wa!tw :1tw4 warm £tod
lrickhng /rom ba:1hed teeth. ..
Jwenly-/our year:1 otJ
and :1leepin.g al fut. :1ummer camp
where h11in.g t.kelelon.:1 :1weep acro:1:1
f/i,e gra:1:11J grou~-- ro!£ng cigarefle:1
/,.om n.ew:1paperi wilh blacked oul hn.e:1
tfiat te!! lh~ t.lory o/the :1umm.er e:1cape
01!4 fhe cfw:1en gel lo .attend.
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Jnlo the night tfu 4wifi 4hou'4
anJ 4hort 4hof o/ camp cou114efor4 tend
lo

tlu MW OM4 ...

Jcuenl'l-/our 'lear4 o!J ieeping on the /foor
al 4umm.er canip...
'Yf!ornirig comirtg ear4-- no bugle awake4 them,
the bull!, o/machiM gutl-4 are beller alarm4
lo go join their group4 and pfalj the MW game4
o/ cfoJgirig racing buflel4
and evading lethal knive4
al 4ummer camp on the Serbian 4ide.
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fle co1YUJ:j lure ever'/ Ja'I
an..d bring:j le1i o/ fuj cf<J:jejf /rie~
and tfu'I f~rn tfu hgh/j ol/.

.J. Jin l know fww tfu'I /ound oul
but il wad m'I /,i:,.t/,,da'I lhree da'ld ago
and tfu bolj:S wanted lo celebrate.
Jhe'I were all drunk
wilh whidke'I on tfuir hpd
and cigaretfed hangi1ig /rom tfum-f:acfi o/ tfum. loucfied me
t/ie'I lake lurti:j
pla'Jing tfieir pinball9a1YUJ.
J/u'I all Ji il tfu :jame wa'I,
lake

/iotJ o/1nlj :jhou!Jerd

and lhrudl and lhrudl...

.J. Jin l

~ef an'llhing an'! more,

nol tfuir vicioUd ha~,
nol tfuir loothfedd m<Jul~.
Ji1iger:j on m'I bread/j,
gra:jpiluj al tluir ft,pperj,
tfu'I counl m'I crie:j.
J/ie bolj:S keep :Score,
each one p/a'f:j har~r lhan tfu otfur
and

.J. never know who wiM.
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J ~ti focked awa'I in du gain€ room
and t/Ul bo'fil coin€,
tfu'I come ever'I a/lernoon.
Somelimeil 'YU/ head hiu the wa!f
or J ~ Afied on one /oot
but ilomehow J never break.

m" e"eil thnk on. and o//
and the hghl in lhem goeil du!!

t

but the gain€ doeiln end

iJ lhe'I lurn o//

4

Jhe'I Ulluaf iap m'l ilideil
lr'ling lo hit du big bell
but J ca11 l give a !.core.
Jhe p/a'Jer ~ rough uni/ormll

cha~ m'i poAilhed finiilh
and the gun ho~lerll bruiile 'YU/ /ram€.
Jhe'I can never win
not when the'I p/a'f ilo rough
and uh inlo game over.
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U/ild .J.Jor:Je
f?un.ning on tfu :ifope:J :Jurroun.ding Sarajevo
/,.ee beneath the :Jun
pla'jing with her 'Joung
nothing coufd lame her-in her anger :ihe 'J /la:ih while leefh
:iforming agaifl.6f the black in her e'je:l
and no one could harne:J:J the fire in:iide her
when :ihe 'J run through fhe oive tree grove:!
during :lummer:J :ipent b'J fhe :lea.
She d grace/uf4 whip her mane
whif.e em.ergin.g out o/ -.Adriafic bfue
never imaginitig whaf hind o/cage
:ihe d be /arced info ...
Wi:ip:! o/black hair and cfeopatra e'le:J
rnove :Jwi/t4 through the riight
carr'lin.g an. in/ant benealh fhe fhich black :ihroud
111()Ving 9uick4 through affe'lway:1
frying fo reach :1/1.efter be/ore dawn-be/ore they become ~ving fargef:J-Snow /aff/,.eezing air in. the damp cellar
where tfuy hide crouching behind oa wine barre~

:1/u /eetl her in/ant with what i:J fe/t in. her rneager brea:Jt
cr'jing :1ifen.t4 awa'I the death o/her hu:JbanJ,
thi:J 111(Jrning he wa:J klfeJ b'I a :iniper

whi~ :!having in their bathroom,
:1/1.e knew t/uir building wa:l under :iiege
:Jo

:ihe wailed /or night

fo ri:Jh the :Jtre1tl:J
and fry fo gel fo fhe Lroalian dide.
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.JJ.er chitJ whimpering ben£ath her
drivi1ig her ma~r b'I t/ie minu~
:ihe ca1i l do a thi1ig lo he~ it
anger burning her e'le" and. no:ilri~,
:ihe 'J never been lrapped be/ore.

Jaf~ng onlo her knee:J,
coflap:iitig onlo her :Jide,
:ihe puf~ lhe bab'I lo her
and. drape:i an old polalo :Jack over lhe both o/ lhem
whipping her long black hair
behind. fier :Jhoufder,
reme1nberin9 :Jummer:J running on beache:i
when no one coutJ calch her-lhe'I a!wa'l:J lotf her :ihe /iaJ a noble air
1vhi/e runni1ig,
fur long /eg:i :Jlri:ding down the :ilrelch
now cramped beneath the burlap
hiding lhem /,.om tfu :iotlier:J
that ca9e her in her own cil'IBreathing a:J 'luiet4 a:J :ihe can.,
:ihe heard a man comin9 down lhe :Jlep:J
lo the cellar tfu'l hide in,
he ~ knocking lhing:J over
:ihoving hi:J machine 9un. barre/ info dark comer:J o/ lh~ place,

4

finaf hooking onlo the burlap
lhe barrel uncover:J them bolhSoller 9rab:J her and. fhe bab'I,

ea!~ :Jomeo1ie down,

and the'/ dra9 them oul:Jide,
:Jhe ~ bucking /uriou:J4
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in the cold o/ tfu night,
fhe'I :ifrip her down
and whip fur in.lo 4ubmi:Mion.,
her bod'I no longer :ifrong etwugh
lo rejecl !hem

.. whil.e

in.

her e'le4 burning ha~

/or fhe bearckd rapi4f
dre46ed in. 4oldier uni/orm-la:1hing al her /ace,
mounting her ob4cen.e4
and al/ tfu other4 walch him
drive her 4pirif out o/ her
6omewfure 4fu heard her bab'I crljing,
but 4fu can l reach if now,
he pound:i hi!> /i!il in.lo her /ace
wailitig /or fur lo reacl,
buf her bo4 fuz:i 4urrenckred
and fhe ofher4 are angr'j
becaU4e fhe'I won l
have a chance lo rick
her wi!J. :ipirit ouf o/her.
Jhe'I I.eave her Amp bod'! in the :ifreet .
/or othef'd lo :Jee
how fhelj 'II lame the cilizen.4
and leach lhem lo run.
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Jhe bread U4ed lo :imell:iweet
in the heat o/ the brick :ilo11e burni~
untl the Cfutnik:i
cremated their 11iclim:i in it,
and fhe lamb baki~ warm, :iofi
turned lo :ioldier ~ :ikin :itench
choking ro:iemar'I air,
homemacfe wine poured thick red,
9Acfed lo~ and warm
down our throal:i
unfl the long :ilek :il11er kni11e:J
the~ carried :iplld our hea11'1 blood
cfeep info fhe ground.

Our Saturda'I afiernoon:J
beneath the c~pre:i:i tree:i,
:iofi :lea :iaft :iti~i~ our Ap:i
and chldren- alwa'l:i chi!J.ren e11er~whereand then the bearcfed cfe11i/
came lo lawn
carrtting ba'lonet:i and :iheath:i
in hi:i bag o/ trick:i ...
Our 11llage, grandmofher:i and babie:i,
Attl bo~ and mother:i
alwa~:l gathered around

the :iweet lamb :Jcenting the neighborhood-we all wailed /or a :iofi :iAce
/rom the man rolA~ the :ipil-celbrating the afternoon,
the :Jun, the mountain:J
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ad :jOnuditne:j jll4t ths breeze
iti

our 11dlage b'J the :jea.

But the c/iiU.en di,,appeared
ad t/UJ gradmnfher:j

fad /ace down

drowtud in their own blooL.
the man rolhng the "pit
killed our /atfur:1 and brother:1

1

trwfher:J ad aunl:J,
raped our di:Jler:J ad girlfriend,,,
wi11e:1 and nun:J
do we no longer nolice
the :ju.ii, breeze or dea
ad IW longer :Jif benealh the c'Jpre:J:j tree:J.
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Jn tfu:Je dire k'l:J
wfure f/e:Jh m~eli fire,
woman reap:J tfi~ wfieai.
/Jo'l:J on /iedge:J
cock and whi:Jt/e and cu:J:J
ai and around
the horde e'1ed children.
Jfu bougfu break
with the raf..a-taf-tai
of long anno11ing rain drop:J
fhaf 6c;uar up fhe nighll
unid Lfu ocean co1rn1:J barre Ang through ...

mid..:Jumm~r rain Ja'l:J
:JAp over mud..i:Jland free hou:Je:J
info duck pond re:Jorl camp:J
wheti ihe night i:J :Jilent
over Lhe boon ofcricket car:J.
ofooming o!/ the :Jhorewa'j:J
info comi1UJ night oflomorrow
the dream peek:J through
fur e'le:J--awa'I onlo lhe :Jwifi
blue :Jlep of the :Jhepfierd bo'1
:Joniewfure among tfie Lhefnik:J
thal al8 lhe core:J ofo!J wonum
in pig-pit and cow dung now burieJ
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/Ja'lonsl mmliciaM-/unsraf cropping

fie/tl ho~ling rkath al mounlaiM /eel
until ~Oln$ lin'I j~lice weetl though
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Wailing Jor Spring

J waniad UJ bu'I MW utukrwear
but J w;flwail unll lhe :jpring,
J J.cn l wani UJ wM'8 m<JM'j
beca~e J might nol be a~ve,
being 81 'lear:j old, in I~ ho~e afoMno OM ever :Jee:J m'I utukrwear.

J

o/ian dream that J'm walking,

tefhng tn'j!Je!/ lhal inked J can J.c it
keeping a /a:Jt pace through Lagreb,
vi:Jiting the old ca/e:J J ~ed to know
untlJ wake up UJ :Jee where J am,
alone in lhitJ fw~e where J~e Aved/or fifi'I 'learj.

J

~ed UJ cook /or /our when ""I bo'l:J were jtill fwm£

:Jmello//ried polaUJe:J lakej me back
w/ien t/ie'I woufd come and leff me
what happened al tJchool that da'I
and 'lear:J later when lhe'I to!J. me
fhe'I were leaving /or ...America.

J walch /rom. my balcon'I, uni/ornwd bo'l!J going b'I,
J jee on JV the war the'I ~e going lo join,.
m'I poor Croatia, a fi:Jh out o/water fi9h.ting with air,

J read aboui il in the paper
m'I niece brin9j me once a week ...

'Jr/'I h.u:JbanJ.

wa:J

from 2adar

and lhe c,:/lj jj 1ww in ruin:J,

he wa:J afwalj:J a/raid 2Jatnalia wou!J. palj
/or the ...Adrt'.alt:c :Jhe !aljj on.
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J can l go dow1i l~ :ilair:i
Mthma ad a

~arl codilwn

l~ /and, l~ to~ are fi9htifUj lo ck/end.
anJ J tvo~r / m'I hU,jtanJ.~ re:ilfe:i:i 9/io:il
itJ :iomewfure on t~ tattlefie!J. ..
keep nut /,.om

J Jo,,, l have tim.e lo thin.k atoul that an'I more,
t~ fi9hlifUj an'lwa'I
ad J haven l :Jeen an'I wou~d :iofdiertJ,
the piclured on .JVad in t~ paper
can l futar

nui.'I

weffte taken oul

ad

J have

1UJ

o/ t~ movied

one lo cr'I /or an'I more

J ju:il &ve ever'I da'I

/if~ m"I

M

fa:it

ma'lte even :iee 01ut nwre :iprifUj
tul

J

1

won l wa:i'8 "Uf

~t da'l:i

J 1ni9hl 1ut11er :iee-t/ie war ha:i on~ jU,jl tegun ad J don l recall an'I :ifwrl ward.
diinking atoul a counlr'I

54

III. After
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m'I brollier i:J an engineer
but wfien tlie bomb:J began lo f4 in /Jo:Jnia
tlie Serb:J made him a :Jlreel cleaner
and fater lie di:Jappeared.

J.t ~ been lhree 11ear:J :Jince lie vani:Jlied
and J :Jtillliear him fiddhng around in tlie kitchen
in tlie morning wlien J'm

J

Lt/Mleep.

hale lhal /eehng that com£:J

wlien tlie reaht'I :Jel:J in
and tfie k'I beginj
wilfwul him 01ie more lim~.
Jo morrow J 'ff liear /,.om J,,;,m, _j. know il
wfien 'YUJ inluitio1i tel~ tne :Jo,
bul :J/ie ~ been te/Ang me /or ljuile :Jonw lime
and J can l lru:Jl fur an'I more-Som£fime J liear tlie gafe:J jingle
in tlie midJle of tlie night
and J wail lo liear him
roll hi:J moforc'lcle iow4 inlie u:Jed lo fove riding al nightbe/ore t/UJ warbe/ore tfu :Jniper:Jbul t/ie windju:Jl keep:J :Jhaking tlie chainj...

J

liear tlie new:J reporl:J ever'/ morning, afternoon and night--

tfie ma:J:J graved of unna1ried /ace:J,
but J J,n l think lie~ tliere,
not m'I broilier tlie engineer.
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Jomaloe:i and /Jread

J J, Ml remember where the market place wa:i
or the reMon J ~n. tr'ling lo fi,uJ it during
thid :iummer 1n.oming it~ tfw !JeMon. o/~e:ih

J J, nol remember lhe morning J

£/e.

:ieni Ja:imina

lo buy bread and lomaloe:i and how :ihe ddn l return
lo me.

J remember lhe da'l:i be/ore that morn.1:ng and J ca.nnol
e:icape lhe da'l:i a/ter-- bul the morning J :ienl Ja:imina
ha:i di:i:iofved and 11ani:1hed-

U/e ktWw t/ie drd~--lfw while lank:i walking

u.:1

back

and /orth acro!J:l the :ifreel:l-dancing death dance:!
wilh :iniper :lenl bu!fef:l.

J now :ime!f fhe :icen.1:1 o/benl :iummer du.:1k coming
lo wrap me while J walk through where J think
lhe market place wa:i ...

J rem.~mber imporlant in.en and imporlanl paper!.
and the wor"4

peace

1

11

and ~ea:ie-fire becoming c~cfw,

1

11

but on that da'I J !Jeni her /or bread and tomatoe:l.
?r/y t.i:iler remin."4 m.~ o/ the wa'I J /ound her ~ing
01i

her :iide-- m'I Jat.min.a and a bag o/lomafoet.,

t.01n.e cfuinge in her hand /or bread.

Small fwle in her t.hou!Jer led a palh lo the bade
o/ fwr head arul on her /ace no wor"4 were pret.:ied
aruf J wondered had t.he thought o/her mama fhe 1n.o1n.enf :1/ie died.
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J

walk through the 6fjuare where J think il WM

lwo 'leart. ago lhit. pat.l winler-- J woncfer doet. t.he walch me
when J crot.t. lhe brickt. where J /ound her fa'jing .

J woncfer /

lhe'I t.ee me-- lhe t.ou~ o/ the cfead

that left loo t.oon ...

J woncfer /the t.ad wind that how~

through lhe a!fe'lt. carriet. the echoing

o/al! the children that dieJ

J

do not remember, on4 know il loo wefe at. J walk

through the 6fjuare where the market place wat.
two 'feart. ago lhit. winter.

J vit.il JMmina once ever'!

Sunda'I and carr'I a bag

o/ lomaloet. and bread lo leave
on her heacllone untdJ return.
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.

\

Joda'1..J heard the dirend ri"ffing
but it wad only a tedl...
.Jn fnlj father ~ fwU:je there are three room<$
and ..J /eel him ever'1where
when ..J look at the pee~ng painl
in hid o!J. room
and the piled of bookd
he uded fo read
while dlud'1ing lo be an engineer...
..J know he U:jed lo dil al t/iid fable
..J :Jif al now
and look out the window
lo dee the lreed

that greeted him ever'! morning.
W/ien the afternoon id completely dti//
..J can hear the dea brealhi"ff
ca!m/'1 during the afternoon /Jonaca ...
W/ien the dun :Jetd
..J hke lo walch if dink
info the pig9'1 bank mountain d/oped
and the wfwle world id a :Jo/t purple
wilh lavender and rodemar'1 comi"ff with fhe breeze...
rf/'1 /atlier ~ broth.er :Jent him Old Spice
/rom A~rica
be/ore hid a/ternoon walk he a!waljd dhaved
and the wfwfe fw!Me woutf d~!!of il,
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:1ometime:1 until he returned,

,/J concentrate hard enou9h

J

can even :1meffif now .. .

Jt i:1 al! :10 cafm now
until J faff a:1feep
and :1ee Tnlf father wafkill[j towar~ the piazza,
where he loved lo :1lroff /,;:1 afternoon:1 awa'i,
di:1cu:1:1ill[j po~tic:1 and fi:1/,;ll[j
with aff the ofher /ather:1 in town,
and in m'i dream J :1hout
/or him to come back
but he keep:1 wafhill[j awa'i ...
..And J lhink back lo when
lavender afternoon:1 <JUickf'i became :1oot filled Ja.'1:1,
when J coufdn l hear fhe :1ea
/,.om our po:1ition in the cellar,
where we Aved in the dark
~:1tenin9 lo bomb:1 exp/odill[j affover ':bubrovnik.

J coufdn l :1mefft/ie ro:1emar'1 then,
on~ fire burnill[j whatever waj in il:1 wa'i,

and our war began
aff fhe /ather:1 wenf lo fight
the'! affpromi:1ed to come back ...
/Je/ore we had lo hide,
look tn'j father~ OtJ Spice
and one ofhi:1 handkerchiefi
info the cellar with me ...

J
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Gver'I da'I wahin9 up in the cellar
J poured a /ew drop:J onfo the cloth,
lo fuwe '>UJ father with me.
Ws on4 had a radio
and two oi/ burnin.g lamp:i
in the cellar,
mJj 1nolher held her ro:Jar'I
and mJj htt£ :Ji:iter wa:J a/,.ai~
but J helJ fhe handkerchie/
and igmmd the radio
on4 waitin9 /or m'l /ather lo come home.
.At ni9ld 'nlJ 1notfwr £t me :Jneah up:Jtair:J
fo fake tlie bread and chee:Je
:101114 :ioldier woutf leave /or u:J
b'I orrhr:i o/ nUJ fatkr-J h1iew lie wa:J :Jom.ewhere rk/ending our cit'I,
:Jo lie coutf have hi:1 piazza and hi:J /,.ie~
and t/ie /,.eedom
he u:ied Lo tell 1114 about,
ths wa'I hi:J father told him.
_And one day the :Jiren rang
and kept ri1i9ing,
we heard lruch:J, :Jo!Jier:J
9un :iliot:J,
9renad4:J
and hat/o/ 2:Jubrovnih wa:J on fire1

Uiti/ a :J~n :ii£nce
overcame the :Jireef:l
the :Jofi crackhng o/ burning hou:ie:J
wa:J allJ could hear
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waitin9 /or tfw :ioldier ~ bool:i
lo c~ck their wa'f up lo our door
and leave tfw packet left ever'/ Ja'/ ...
J/w ni9hf:i turned info Ja'/
and tfwre wa<I no bread and chee:ie,
/or tfw next five Ja'f"
we :iaf in t/w cellar
with nothing lo eat...
m'f motlwr on4 9ripped lwr ro:lar'f
and m'f :ii:iler kepi cr'fi~ :i/w ~ hu~r'f,

.J clutcfwd tfw cloth with tfw Old Spice,
wonderi~ wh'f my /atfwr Jidn l :iend an'/ :ioldier:i.
/Jut tfw'f came
wifh bread and cfwe:ie and milk and /,.uif
and tfw new:!
thaf m'f /atfwr wa:i a ver'f brave man
and Jw managed lo :1fa'1 on tfw /,.onl Ane:i
tfw Ja'/ tfw :iiren:i didn l !>lop rin9i~ .. .

J.l ~ been five 'fear:! :iince that day,

.J :ifll ~ve in my /atfwr ~ hou:ie
and do lht~:i tfw wa'f he u:ied lo do,
lake ht:i walk:i ever'/ afternoon,
talk lo all tfw otfwr /atlwr:i
who alwa'f:l tell me

.J would have been proud lo :lee my /atfwr
fi9hti~ /or ::Dubrovnik
t/w Ja'/ tfw :iiren:i diJn l :ilop ri~in9.
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e(fer'I morning
make me jump /,.om ml/ pi/low
expecling lo :Jee
lank:i coming lhrough ~ /,.on! doorGxhauf,/ pipe:i fire al the :iloptghf:i
and J cant he~ but duck
info open landing doordC(fer'I da'I a bomb goe:i o/I
lo mark noontime in Zagreb,
a long lime lradi!ion,
gi(fed me panic allackdJhe chttdren ~ crie:i in their houdeho!J gamed
draw the dcened back lo me...
Jour babied ~ne up next lo one anolher
wilh the Lhelnik /lag wa(fing proud4
above lhelr late,if (/iclorlj'Yf!ore dead children...

J n,e(fer thought J

would dee do man'l-

on the dtreel:l- bodie:i in an afternoon nap,
a :itrong :ifeep the'/ ju:il won t wake /,.om,Cven the :ipring /lower:J don l matler an'/ more,

J

la'/ in them loo long

de~nding 2adar alop the peakd o/ 'Yf!ounl 1Je/e£it-
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_Ad the :Jummer :Jlorm4 ...the lhuncfer ad fhe hghlning
:Juf/ocale me,
e11er pre:Jenf ner110UIJ :Jweal in the pa/m4 of m'I hand
ad the :Jma//offn'J back-

J

told m'I wife nol lo 9rtfI meal an'! more,

burning f/e:Jh alwa'l:J :Jmel~ the :Jame lo meJhe fighting ne11er enc& in m'I head
the dream4 and memorie:J keep returni11-9Sometime:J J :Jmef/the rolling f /e:Jh
of fn'j fef/ow :Jo!Jier:J
next lo whom J la'! /or da'l:J
hoping the Chetnih [f Uarch,
watchi11-9 011er their

ttte

wouldn l nolice J wa:J ah11e_Ad now the :Jicfe e!/ect:J
/,.om thi:J Ji:Jea:Je called war
infect mo:Jt of m'I da'l:Jm'I meda~ ckn t :Jhine
and m'I honor:J aren l writ/en
but the'! are wilh me where e11er J am
in the :Jounch and :Jmel~ of hfe after war.
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_j. cl.on 't care about lhs wealhsr
W/un _j. Mk 'lou lo teff1rw
about lhs night 'lou :Jpenl
in t/ie lrenchsj on lhs eMl
waffo/ Vukovar
IJOU tafh about lhs wealhsr.

_j. cl.on 't care /

il ~ raining

or jnowing or warm...

_j. wa1il lo know about lhs war
wheti 'JOU fti/ld lhs men acrOjj

ths jfreel

atid lhsn cried

beca~e t/ie'I ~ed lo be 'lour /,.ienJa.

_j. /eef'lour rage on4 whsti 'JOU :Jlep
IJOU keep 'lour fianJa in a jfra111e battl pojilion
or :Jomelimej cfulch my hair
and lhs how~ng in 'lour breath
makej me i~ane
whsn _j. want lo know 'lour nightmarej
whsn 'JOU jCream wko:Je dying eyej

J.o you jee?

'JJo you dream about ths hsadl:Jj chifdreti,
lhs jod.omized :Jofdier:J or lhs 'loung women raped
b'I 'lour o!J. /,.ienda?

_j. o/len wonder fww IJOU can even tve
wilh aff t/iat d.eath i~tJ.e o/ IJOU1
wfien 'JOU ho!J. our :Jon

J.o 'Jou hsre the whi:Jttng o/buflt:J
in hi:J :Jleping breath?
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J. watch 'lou /Anch when a :Ju1nm.er :Jlor1n hil:J,
J. :Ju:Jpecl 'lou can l :Jtan.d
tfu Ag/Jning and tfu thunder,

J. renumber when it u:Jed lo be romantic.
Wfun

J. go lo cul lhe roa:Jl pig

we fired in cefebrafion o/ 'lour retum

J. nolice 'JOUr di:Jgu:Jl al lhe :Jmel!o/roa:Jling m.ealm'I love what happened in tho:Je fietl
who did lhe'I make 'JOU eat?

m'I e'le:J plead with 'lou,
IJOU look al tfu :Jh'I
lo tsff 1rn1 what a beauli/ufda'I it i:J,
then 'lou !ooh awa'I again
info 'lour own wor!J. where the :Jun mig/J :Jhine forever
bul 'lou wiff never notice or care about t/u wealfur.
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7}ou Ave in a whidke'I dream, hUdband,
in the ni9hi when jU:!l 'JOU and the dea can lath
about the wa'I if uded lo be be/ore
'lou look a knife and a 9un
and wenf lo dave fhe vdla9ej around Ud
/,.om the heav'I Serb han~
lhal beat down merciledd~ on ever'lone-lhe babiej fhaf cried
and the chttfren that died walchin9 'lou. fi9ht
lo keep fhem ahve,
even when fhe whole vtffa9e wad on fire
and 'lou had nowhere lo 90
except back lo the dea
that dpeakj lo

'JOU

in long drawn whijperj
deepin9 throu9h pebbled on fhe beach...
".!}.hear 'l°u cr'lifUJ
jo/t and jlow...
come lo me ...
info m'I <juiel tfeep blue ...

11

'/four lover id fhe _Adrialic
and 'JOU dhare 'lour war jforiej with her
a/raid fhat .!J. won l underjtand
how 'JOU Ave in a wortf ·
buried beneath recent memoriej
o/9un fire and 9renatfej,
tankj and ba'lonetj
that kept 'lour jitfe
in the ~inaric mounlaiM
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whi/s

IJOU

walc/ied 'lour !lea

cr'li''9 anJ ca!A'19

IJOU

!Jeduci'19 with ro!Jemar'I and lavender per/um~
"Conw honw
and !J/sep next lo

T>W

on ""'/ !>hare

J '!!lake

IJOU

in... II

..A!!t/ie da'l!J and night!>
'JOU

watched her,

h!Jlened lo her,
!>he :Jooi/Uld 'lou when the bomb!> explockd
and lruck!J rambfsd pa!>l,
w/Uln covered in other !Jotlier ~ blood
!J/Ul promi!Jed lo wa!Jh IJOU •••
!Jou fuard her !>hoom.
M

lhe wind blowi'19 up lo 'Jou,

carr'li'19 !Jah'I promi!Je!J
info 'lour e'le!J.
!Jou wanl lo be iMick o/her
on her wave!>
awa'I /,.om the wor!J

J !Jee lhe wa'I

IJOU

look al her

iv/Uln we go lo the beach,
IJOU

/elf in love with fur

whi/s far offon the mounlain lop!>,
and MW J walch IJOU love her.

~o J !Jee a'19er on 'lour /ace
when

J

dive in...
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.J.Jer wick bo:Jom. kept 'lou :Jarw

whil J. J,iJ un~rground
and :Jh4 faugfuJ al me
wifh fur a/Lernoon fick:J,
rof£ng bo!J.4 iii ,
nol a/rad o/the air raitl and fire:J,

raging on t/u :Jhore,
:Jhowing her :Jfrenglh
tefhng ljOU lo come lo her...

"J wl!kick ljOU
comfort and :Jurround 'lou
in ml/ azure cove
I
/]
"
'JOU won It be
a{,orw

1}ou make tve lo her
in /rant o/me,
:J/u take:J 'JOU :Jilent4,
ett;uent4.

J don l have the :Jlrength lo fight
'lour lover,
her arm.:J waving

lnlj

enlire bod'I awa'I.

She fwU 'lou,
rock:J 'JOU
:JO 'JOU Calt forget
ljOUr orckr:J lo :Jlwof and kle
tlu :Jcrea1~ o/ J'ling e1u1WJ :Jo!Jur:J
and tlu hale in their e'le:J
a:J tlu'I breathed their fa:JL breath...
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J cannot com/ort IJOU
and tuon

l fake IJOU /,.om IJOUr midfre:j:j

in 'lour whi:jhe'I J,.eam.:j.
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c:landing in ::bw6eUr/,
a/Ler five long 'lear6 in _America,
coming through the 9aLe,

J fir6t 6ee 'lour elje6 beatin9 out o/their 6ockel6
brown and excited and 6ad and curiou6,
wondsrin9

t/J am happ'f lo 6ee ljOU ...

1}ou look hke a lojt child
and IJOU lake me in 'lour ar~,
wondering
and

t/J am reae

J /eel tfu wa11ej in ljOUr hearf

cra6h inlo mine,

J lake 'lour Ii.a~ and 6ee the 6cal'd
up and down IJOtU armdljOU wrofe lo me about lhem ...

Jakin9 a clo6er look al 'lour /ace

J 6ee t/ie lrace6 o/6hrapnel6crafchej
on 'lour right cheek ...
and the a9e,
ljOU look loo old /or 'lour fwenl'I 6ix 'lear6-

SudJen4-hke a /fo.6hback 6cene
in 6ome chc/ie fi/,n

J imagine IJOU in war
and wotider how IJOU could be happ'f lo 6ee me

1}ou /iad conneclion6,
wfun the Lhelnik6 attacked Lroalia,
60 ljOU 6erd me lo _America
when fhe'I called ljOU lo join the war
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and. J did not wanl lo 90
where &horl wave radio& and.

cnn

would becotM m.~ on4 /,.iend.:1.
_!).forgot that you were reae
out o/habit J :1earched the /ace:1
o/the :1otdier& that

cnn wa& reporting on

and. the picture:1 all bfen~dthe prt'.:1on camp&, the chi!Jren

wan~ring parenlfe&&
catMra& catching them all
the mother& and. :Ion&
andrM
in .AtMrica
watching ...

ml/ night& were ~our morning:$
and. your morning'1 were my ni9hf:1
we cou!Jn l even &hare titM ...
Report a/ter report
o/citie& being &ieged-

UJe &pent our honeymoon in '::bubrovnikJ watched her burn on C/JS World rJew:1 ...

ml/ /amly live& in 2adar,
J heard bomb:1 9oin9 ol/ there,
background &ouncl /or the /J/JC new:1 m.inufe:1
where they to!J l&iener& that the Chetnik& &urround her
and. no one can 90 there /or

J

/io/tda'1 any more .. .

wa& &uppo&ed lo cotM lo Spht

lo rMef 'JOU1
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but cf~ter bomb~ rang tfu.ou9h the ~tree~ o/Lagreb,

cnn

and
warn.eJ al!-.American6 in Croatia lo leave,
.J caffeJ Swi~~ _Air lo change ~ /Aghl ~cheJufe
lo m.eel you, in ':b~~etfo,./
.JJere we are al the airport
!coking al each other a~ /we ju~t met
and .J keep thinking about war movie~
and wh'I lhe'I make them
wilh hapP'I enJitlj~
when war Joe~n f have an'I.
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..A/tsrn.oon
Jrom m'I wind.ow .J. can :lee

t~ who£ cenier o/ t/w cil'J,
alfo/ t/u going:J on ...
2Jioc£tian. ~palace foom!J ancient4

around.!~ 'Joulh o/Spht-man'I o/ l~m hiding in. pa:Magewa'l:J
and beneath old, heav'I :Jlon.e :Jlair:J,
:Jo fhe re:Jl o/ u:J won l :Jee l~ir e'le:J
blood :Jhol and dilating,
~a~ bobbing,

leaning agaiMl wall or /,.ien~
tfu'I don l :Jee m.e walchtng
a:J tfu'I puffdown l~ir :J/.eeve:J
:Jo no

01ie

can. :Jee

t/ie liny punclure:J

on t/u i1~iJ.e o/ l~ir af'ln<I':J:>i:Jplaced per:JoM wand.er :Jhoe/.e:J:J
through t~ :Jlreel:J
a.nd. :Jlanl in /ron.t o/Sveli ':bujo,
hoping church goer:J wll give
a .J<una or lwolheir fw,n.e:J in Sarajevo and. /Jih.ac
are occupied
or J.e:Jiro'Jed,
:Jo tfu'I drified we:Jl lo tlw :Jea.

(J'lf:J'I c/utfren laugh,
:Jn.eahing peac/w:J /rom /ruil :Jla~
be/ore faking l~ir Jai/'I lour,
ca/e afier ca/e,
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table a/ter table,

~king /or :!pare charu;e
/or a :1adwich or cigarelte:1'/joung velera~ on. ben.che:1
hn.ed along Spht ~ f<iva
lr'lirtg la preteru/.
nothing halJ changed /or them
a:I the'I :!mile al 'loun.g ladie:I
piMhing :1tro!ler:1 clown. lhe walk wa'I
in. lheir platform :1hoe:1 and pa:1lefmin.i:I,
long black hair and foru; black e'le:I
:1m,ihn.g back at lhem.
Jfie :lun. :1corcfun.g clown. on.

m~larc'lcle:1 arul. car:I :lcreeclz.iru; al :1lap figkhcil'I bu:1:1e:1 arul. laxi:1 crowling the :1lreel:I,
tfie voice:! on. tfie piazzaa!lo//erir19 belter price:! /or :1pin.ach, lamaloe:1
aru/. :iuch --the'I a!! wan.l 'lour alten.lion..
men. whi:1perir19 :lomelhin.g about exchange rate:i
a:I 'lou walk b'I;
on. the :ilreel 'JOU can. get ..J(un.a:i
/or clollar:i and 2>eulchmark:1.
cladie:I :1efhr19 cigarelle:1,
'YJ!Jartboro and Uhn:ilan,
Camelor ..J<oof
011.

aflo/ the Piazza cor11.er:1-

even imported chocolate i:I cheaper

i/'lou bu'I if

0ti

fhe :ifreef.
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the pafm tree:J and ocean /,.ant,
beaut,/uf/ace:J and :Jea guf~
can ~ceive the fouri:Jl e'le
and make it unbe~evable
that a war raged
around lhe ;il'l--

po~ce hour:J, black oul:J
and man'I ~ad 'loung men,
now in lhe :Jhacfow:J
o/ lhe laughler and :Jinging
coming /,.om laverM in otf cafla,,,
fo,,t in lhe aroma o/ grilled fi:Jh
and :Jleamed cfamj1
roa:Jled meal and /,.e:Jh greeM.
We coufd ~e and :Ja'I il never happened
wilh :Jummer on il:J wa'I,
lhe :Jmeff o/ lavender oil
and ro:Jemar'I leavet. occup'f the cil'I -otf men and women :Jlroffarm in arm
up W/t. W/arjan ~ ea:J'I :Jtreel:J
di:Jcu:J:Jing chri:Jlening:J and commu.nion:J
and how much homema~ w1:ne lhe'I 'ff need
/or !heir parlie:J.
Jerr'I boal:J wri99le inlo place
al lhe marina
and bfow /or lheir nexl lour lo Brae or flvar
or even _Ancona,
when lhe war began
and 'loung people ran lo J.taf'I,
the _Ancona /err'I wa:J afwa'l:J /uff.
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_A rainbow o/ilcenb
remirul me o/ a tniffion ofher f1:mei11
pai!f :jummeri!1
how it UileJ lo be
. andju:jt might be again-fhznhing about if /,.om m'1 window
watching the a/ternoon
in

Sptt.
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